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A.2. E/PC/T/C.II/PRO/PV/11The CHAIRMAN Gentlemen, I open the meeting.I think that on the last

occasion we covered Article 18, but therestill remains one amendment

which, I think, Delegates might like to study for one moment. That is

the amendment beginning "Prior internationalcommitments shall not stand

in the way of negotiations". No doubt, Delegates remember it. We

reached provisional agreement on it, and I would like to know whether

we can now have definite agreement.

Mr. ALAMILLA(Cuba): The Cuban Delegation is satisfied with the drafting

of this clause.

Mr SHACKLE (United Kingdom): The United Kingdom Delegation is in agreement.

MrHAWKINS (U.S.A.) I accept it.

Mr McKINNON (Canada): Could we have it read out again?

THE CHAIRMAN: It reads as follows: "Prior international commitments shall

not stand in the way of negotiations with respect to tariff preferences,

it being understood that action resulting frorm such negotiations shall

not require the modification of existing international obligations,

except by agreement between the contracting parties or, failing that, by

termination thereof in accordance with their terms", or "the terms of

such obligations" - just as you like. That is the draft as we hadit

last time. Is that agreeable to everybody?

Mr McKINNON (Canada): I think this is the draft that we discussed atsuch

great length at the last meeting.
We indicated that we had a definite

order of preference in respect of the several drafts which had been

submitted, but that we were prepared to go ahead with negotiations on

the basis of this draft.

THE CHAIRMAN: This is hereby adopted. Now we come to Article 29. Here

I would like to ask the Rapporteur to tell us what still has to be dealt

with.

Mr. ADARKAR (India): Before we commence discussion of Article 29, I hope the

Rapporteur will read paragraph 3 of Article 18 so as to make clear the

standard by which the position is to be Judged.

2.
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Mr.HAWKINS (U.S.A.): Is it not in Article 56?

Mr ADARKAR (India): Airticle 18.
by

Mr.HAWKINS (U.S.A): Article 56 is the Article/which one decides

whether a country has made the standard. I think perhaps that would

be a better place.

Mr ADAKARA (India): By inserting such a definition it would be made

clear that it would be the action of the Rogional Group that would

decide or set the standard.
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THE CHAIRMAN: Is not that for the memorandum?

THE RAPPORTEUR:I think it was agreed earlier that some provision might be

included in Article 56. It would go there rather than in Article 18.

MR. ADARKAR (India) : Article 56 will come into operation after the nego-

tiations have been completed, while paragraph 3 of article 18 may apply
even with regard to the initial negotiations, There ought to be something

in the draft to make it clear that paragraph 3 of Article 18 does not apply

with regard to the initial negotiations.

THE RAPPORTEUR: That would be covered in the procedure memorandum.

THE CHAIRMAN: That is what I thought.

Mr. ADARKAR (India): If the point in noted so as to avoid confusion, that

paragraph 3 of Article 18 should not apply to the initial negotiations,

I should be grateful.

MR. SHACKLE (United Kingdom): It is a purely formal point, but I should have

thought that article 18 (3) could hardly apply to these negotiations, con-

sidering that the Organisation cannot be consulted until the original group

have come to an agreement. I should have thought that it would be inappli-

cable at this stage.

THE RAPPORTEUR: That is right; it says that the Article shall operato according

to the provisions of Article 56.

MR. ADARKAR(India): We are bringing certain portions of the Charter into

force in advanoe of the whole Charter.

THE CHAIRMAN: I think there is a misunderstanding; we have to take over

certain of these principles from this paragraph into the memorandum on

procedure for our initial negotiations, but Article 18 and other parts of

the Charter can only formally come into operation after we have had a reso-

lution in Geneva after the initial negotiations.

THE RAPPORTEUR: May I suggest that this procedure memorandum might be accompained

by an outline of the draft agreement on tariff s and trade referred to in the

Charter? That would indicate that the members of the Preparatory Committee

- 4 -
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have declared that they have among themselves given effect to the provisions

of Article 18.MR. ALAMILLA (Cuba) : A similar recommendation was made yesterday in

Committee V, that it would be very convenientto give, along with

thedraft on procedure under paragraph 3, a draft of these agreements
in principle in regard to Article 56. That would be considered in

January when we meet in New York; because I do not think there would be

time to consider it here. If there was time, I would be willing to

giveall the time necessary to it.

MR. ADARKAR (India): The Committee has decidedthat the memorandum will be
so worded, and Article 56 so drafted, as to make it clearthat thepro-
visions of the kind contemplated in paragraph 3 of Article 18 will not

apply with respect to the initial tariff negotiations,

THE CHAIRMAN:Has Mr. Hawkins any comments to make on that?
MR. HAWKINS (United States): I think that what the Delgate of India suggests

is all right; of course, the language should not bo modified so as to

prevent a member of the original negotiating group fromrefusing to nego-

tiate or refusing to take substantial action as contemplanted in paragraph

1 of Article 18. I think that is understood.

MR. ADARKAR (India): Yes.

MR.HAWKINS (United States): Then there is no disagreement.

THE CHAIRMAN: Then I think we have got to the point where we can refer to

Article 29.

THE RAPPORTEUR: The Sub-Committee, in discussing Article 29, agreed pro-

visionally on three basic amendments. The first was to broaden pragraph

1 so as to make it clear that concessions with regard to prefrences
could be withdrawn under circumstances similar to those which would

justfy the withdrawal, of concessions regarding tariffs. That is effected

in the draft before you by two amendments: the first is to eliminate the

phrase in lines 2 and 3, "including the tariff concessions granted in

pursuanceof Article 18" and by changing the phrase "under this chapter"'
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.

to "under or in pursuance of thick Chapter". It is then clear that tariffs,

tariff preferences and margins relating to State trading would be covered.

The second amendmentto paragraph 1 is the simple addition of a senteree at the

the end saying, "that such action may also be taken in analogous circum-
.

stances in respect of obligations or concessions regarding preferences".

The reason that is in is because in the party part of the paragraphrefer-
.

ence is morely made to domestic producers and to imports in increased

quantities as reasons for emergency action in relation to preferences,

which may affect a third country and might lead necessarily to increased

MR. SHACKLE (United Kingdom): If I might comment on this point - the under-

lined sentence at the beginning of paragraph 1 - "in analogous circumstances"
.

etc. - is not perhaps altogether satisfactory. Perhaps some such words as

thee might be preferable: to be inserted in the sixth line after "domestic
.

producers":

"Or in the case of the withdrawal or modification of a preference,
the producers in a territory which receives or received such
preference"

And then go on to "like or similar products."

MR.ALAMILLA(Cuba): May I ask Delegates, and also the Rapporteur, to use a li

little more of the available energy in speaking a little more loudly,

because it is really very difficult for us in this corner to follow the
.

discussion?
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THE CHAIRMAN:What are the commentsofthe Rapporteur on this?

THE RAPPORTEUR;The phrase roads "or inthe case of the withdrawal

or modification of apreference. " Shouldnot itbe, "or in the case

of a product which has been made the subject of a concession with

respect to a preference"? What you are describing are the conditions

which exist before you withdrawn or modify thepreference, which justified

the withdrawal or modification.

MR.SHACKLE (United Kingdom) : I think that is right. I am not sure I

understoodyour point.

THE RAPPORTEUR: The situation you are trying to describe here is one which

exists before you withdraw or modify the preference. How it should read

is,"in the case of a product which has been the subject of a preference",

rather than "in the case of the withdrawal or modification of a preference."

MR. SHACKLE (United Kingdom): I think that is right.

THE CHAIRMAN: If that is agreed we will havethisretyped so that

Delegateswillhavetheexactwordinginfrontof them.

MR. SHACKLE (United Kingdom): To bequitometiculousone should say

"has been or is the subject of a preference." If you merely say "has

been" it nerely assured the preference has been complete climinated.

There is always the possibilitiesit may have been only modified.

THE CHAIRMAN : I have only one question to ask with regard to paragraph 1.

or Article 29. Wesay here that "theMember shallbe free towithdraw

the concession, or suspend the obligation." That also covers the binding
of tariffs and everything , and leaves open what we discussed earlier,

namely, the possibility or even higher duty.

MR. SHACKLE (United Kingdom): I should like to reserve the action ofmy

Delegation towards that, although atthe moment I do not want to object

or suggest anything.
THE CHAIRMAN: If the present wording covers that possibility, then we have

done what we decided in previous discussions. If 1later on you have some

reservations wewould have to redraft it, because as far as I can see it

is now included.

7.
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MR. SHACKLE (United Kingdom): As regardsthat , as I said, I do not wish

to suggest any modification of the wording. All I wish todo, while
.

taking noto of the points made is to reserve the position of my Delegation

in case they should wish to return to it later. I do notwant to suggest

any amendment or change in this text at this stage.

MR. McKINNON (Canada) : Does Mr. Shackle mean by that that for the present

at least he is accepting the Rapporteur's draft?

MR. SHACKLE (United Kingdom): Yes subject towhat I have said. Perhaps.

there is one misapprehension. Perhaps Mr. McKinnonwas referring to the

underlined sentence attheend.

MR. McKINNON (Canada): Yes.

MR.SHACKLE (United Kingdom): No, I did not mean to cover that. The

point I was speaking to just now was the case where you would put a

tariffup toa levelactually higher than it had been before the

negotiations.

THE CHAIRMAN: I understand that. With the addition proposed by Mr.

Shackle we can now delete the underlined sentence which the Rapportour put

in his draft, because it will now be covered in brackets in the middle of

the paragraph. If that is agreed, we will leave that till in has been

retyped and turn to paragraph 2 of Article 29.

MR. SHACKLE (United Kingdom): May I make a further remark? wehave here

the words "aproduct which has been the subject of a preference." I

was wondering whether we oughtnot to say "has beenor is", because if you

say has been" it implies the preference is defunct and climinated.

THE CHAIRMAN: May we discuss that when we see it before us? We will now

turn to paragraph 2 of Article 29.

THE RAPPORTEUR: The committee agreed that paragraph 2 should be amended to

provide more flexibility with regard to the clause relating to consultation.

It seemed tobe agreed that prior or simultaneous notice should in all

cases be given, but that with respect to consultation there should be some

looway in critical cases for the action to be taken first and the consulta

8.
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tion should follow union it immediately. It is believed that the draft as

it originally stood pointed short notice. In other words,under the

originallanguage of the draft it roads:

"Before any Member shall take action pursuant to the
provisions of paragraph 1 of this Article, it shall
givenotice in writing to the Organization as far

in advance as may be practicable."

It seems to me that would permit of short notice; it could amost be

simultanous. Therefore, I did not think that any change was needed

in that. With regard to the consultation aspect.a new provisio has been

added, as follows:

"Provided that in critical and exceptional circumstances
such action maybe taken provisionally without prior-
consultation."

Then some changes are necessary in the following sections toassure that

consultation will take place in all cases.

"If agreement among the interested Members with respect
to the action is not reached the Member which proposes
to take or continue the action shall, nevertheless,be
free to do so. If action is taken or continued the
other affectedMembershall be free."

In the next clause there is slip in the wording. It says

"within 60 days after such action is taken."

I think that should properlyread,
"within 60 days after the consultations have been completed
to suspend on 60 days' written notice."

Thcechance in the last two or three lines there was intended to carry

our the idea that any countervailing action taken because of the original

action by the offending member shouldnot be disproportionate. That

thought is put in here by saying:

"The Member may suspend the application to the trade of the Member
taking such action of such substantially equivalent obligations
or concessions under this Charter, the suspension of which the
Organization does not recommend against."

THE CHAIRMAN: I have one remark here. Again it is a question of 60 days'

written notice to the Organization. In prievious meetings didnot we

decide that it would be 60 days after the notice hadbeen received by the

Organization?

9.



D.1. E/PC/T/C.II/PRO/PV/11SENOR ALAMILLA. (Cuba): The report of the Rapporture, I think, gives

the impression that there hasbeen general agreement that we

would permit, in certain circumstances, specific action before

notification or before consultation. I want to remind the

Committee that I am strongly opposed to this suggestion. I am

not now takingin the interest of anyspecial party, but in

the general interests of the Organization, and I consider it

extremely dangerous that unilateral action should be taken by

pnenation because the result maybe evenworse than the damage

you are trying to cure. I would mention one instance that

occurs to me. For example, one country believes that it is

flooded with goods from other countries. It takes immediate

action, puts on tariffs, takes off preferences, and so on.

What happens? The commerceand trade of the other mtions is

disrupted in such a way that several usinesses in those

countries may have to gointobandruptcu. Then, the act that

counter-action is taken by these other nations against the

first one, may cause other firms to go into bankruptcy in those

countries. Therefore everybody's trade maybe disrupted. That

is why we think there should not be permission to take uni-

lateral action, but that notice should always be given, that

there should be consultation for at least 15, 20 days, or some

short period, so that the peopleof the other countries would

know what was going to happenand so couldtake steps to pre-

pare themselves for it. I am thinking principally of the

ruin whatmay result to such countries when unilateral action

is taken by another country, and I place this before the

Committee sothat they may consider how serious the situation

could be.

THE CHAIRMAN: I agree with the Cuban delegate that we shouldsee this

written down before coming to definite conclusions. There was

no decision at the last meeting,butI think most of the dele-

gates present thought it desirablethat we should have a possi-
bility, but only in rare circumstances.I would say that in a

-10-



D.2. E/PC/T/C.II/PRO/PV/11/case such as that cited by theCuban delegate, onewould have
to choose between bankruptcy of the foreign exporters or the

bankruptcy, perhaps, of one's owntrade and domestic producers.
In that case I thinkit is the whole point of the Charter that

each country has a paramount duty to protect the interests of

its own citizens. I feel that the words "critical and excep-

tional circumstances such action may be taken provisionally
without prior consultation" alreadythrow such a heavy obligation
on each country that I am not so convinced that this is very

dangerous.

SENOR ALLAILLA (Cuba): May Ianswer the Chair? I agreewith the

Chairman that every nation should protect its own citizens;

the only thing I am asking isthat notice should be given to

the others that protective action is going to be taken. It

should not be so sudden as to cause the disruption of the other

country. If one does not see this danger 20 days ahead, then

it is because one is blind, but every government should be in

a position to foresee the circumstances of international trade

in order that any measures like this can be taken care of. I

agree that such measures whyhave to be taken;I only ask that

notice should be given to other countries and a little time to

consider what the problem may be.

MR.MCKINNON (Canada): The view of the Canadian delegationhasalways
been that expressed by the Cuban delegatethis morning. We have

thought it somewhat invidious that a member who saw fit to com-

plain need give no notice whatever, but could take action over-

night. No matter how wegless it over inwords, that is the

effect of this amendment. He can take actionovernight.At the

same time, ifhe wishes, he initiates consultations. On the

other hand, retatiatory action has to provide for a lapse of

at least60 days. Our view allalong has been - although we

havenot pressed it as an amendment - that 30 days notice would

not be too harsh a roquirement when there is a 60 days lapse or
- 11 -
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leeway or notice applying in the case of the other party. On

the other hand, although wefelt quite strongly that that notice

should be given, wetook a great deal of cognizance of the

argument in the full Committee, for it was stressed that those

were emergency provisions, that there must be room for emergency
action. For that reason we did not press our amendment, but I

am very glad it has been raised again this morning by the dele-

gate of Cuba, because he has expressed completely our feelings

in the matter.
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Mr. SHACKLE(United Kingdom):I would like to make a fewremarks on the

subject. First of all, the UnitedKingdomDelegation regrets that it

should be necessary to have a clause of this wide character. At the

sametime, we recognise that it is probably necessary to have something

like this. It seems to me that, given that fact, it is difficult to

insist that there must always be prior notice. One of the points is

that this will work differently according to the geographical situation

of different countries, If you have a country which is comparatively

remote from the countries which are possible sources of supply, there

is a long time lag for dealing with these sudden importations. On the

other land, in the case of a country which is very close - for instance,

England is close to the Continent - you may get floods coming suddenly,

and in those conditions it may be extremely difficult to give prior

notice. It is a question of distance and time. There is one thought

which has occurred to me, and which is not expressed inthis revised

draft, and that is that there might be an obligation on a country which

acts without giving notice te agree to immediate consultation on request.

If countries ask for consultation, that country should be under an

obligation to enter into consultation immediately. It might be worth

while to insert a clause to this effect in the draft.

Mr.McKINNON (Canada): Might I ask Mr. Shackle to repeat the amendment

that he suggested in General terms?

Mr SHACKLE(United Kingdom): I had not thought it out in exact terms,

but the idea would be that, upon the request of any country, the

member taking the action would agree to enter into immediatelyconsult-

ation.

Mr McKINNON (Canada): Although it is not so stated in the draft, I thought

that was implied, and that even though action was taken notification

would be given and presumably consultation started. However, I am

bound to admit that, looking at it again, the draft does not provide

for that.

13.
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THE CHAIRMAN: It only says "agreement among the parties". It presumes

consultation, but we could make that stronger and delete the words

"providedthat" and insert instead "only in critical or exceptional

cases" to make it more strong.

Mr. McKINNON (Canada): Would this meet the point, following your idea of

dropping the words "provided that",and let the sentence start: "In

critical or exceptional circumstances, action may be taken

provisionally without prior consultation, provided, however, that

consultation shall immediately be entered into"?

Mr ALAMILLA (Cuba): Could it not be stated that merchandise should never

be affected by these sudden actions?

THE CHAIRMAN: Perhaps I might refer to the last proposal and give an

example. In the days before the warwe found that several times
many ships were on the way to Rolland with textiles from Japan at

very lowprices, and at that moment we could not allow them to be

stored Holland. We could not allow themall at once into the

country. I do not say that it is very serious to haveone or two

ships in, but this is an emergency provision, and I think it is a

little difficult. I do not press the point, I am open to any

solutionwhich might be suggested and which receives commonagreement

I think the words immediate consultation". would provide a solution to

this problem.

Mr SHACKLE(United Kingdom): I think the subject of goods en route
has been discussed by the Technical Sub-Committee; at least, it falls

within their terms of reference. I had the impression. that in a good

many countries it is not legally possible to exempt goods on route, but

there is a provision by which contracts which are affected are automatically
varied; that is to say, if an additional duty is suddenly put on, then

the contract price can be varied so as to enable the importer to pass
on the increased duty to his customer. I think in a good many countries,

including my own country, it is felt that that is as much as can be done

to deal with goods en rout but I think that is a matter which the

14.
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Technical sub-Committee has been discussing.

Mr LECUYER (France) (Interpretation): As Mr.Shackle has, said, this

question of merchandise on route has been examined by the Technical

Sub-Committee, and it was decided not to maintain the original. text.

This means that the increase of the customs duty would not apply to

merchandise on route. This was carried by a strong majority, with

the opposition of the Canadian Delegation, I think.

Mr ALAMILLA(Cuba): .I think this is a point of such consequenoce to every-

body that this is one of those cases where consultation should be taken

by every Government in order to study this point and have a more

definite idea in January. Therefore, I suggest that this point should

be left open here, and we should state that some Delegations have one

idea and other Delegations have other ideas, and leave it for con-

sultation in January. The majority might decide to have a text

contrary to our present point of view, and it would be better if we

could make such a reservation. Either procedure would be satis-

factory to me.

THE CHAIRMAN: I should be quite agreeable to that, but I would then

propose that we should add to this c lause: "Provided that consult-

ation is effeoted immediately following upon the taking of such

action".

Mr ALAMILLA. (Cuba): Could I ask the Chair if I could be permitted to

draft my reservation so that I can introduce it at the meeting? I

do not have it now.

THE CHAIRMAN: Agreed.

Mr McKINNON (Canada): My suggested amendment merely makes consultation

mandatory. It does not provide the point which the Delegate from

Cuba has been suggesting, and which we strongly favour. It would

help us in ourfurther consideration of this matter, even now or later,

if we could have a little explanation particularly from the United

States Delegate as to the extent of tine allowed to country B in the

15.
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event of country A taking the first action, either with or without

consultation. As I understand it, the draft Article in the United

States Draft Charter is based upon a standard Article used by some.

countries in the past in trade agreements, particularly, I think, the

United States.
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I have neverbeen clear just what happens if country A takes summary action

against country B. Has country B the right, under the draft article, to

give immediately 60 days notice, or does country B have to wait for the

expiry of 60 days and then give 60 days notice - in other words, is it 60

or 120 days that must elapse before country B can take remedial action?

MR HAWKINS (United States): I cannot recall the exact terms of this provision

as we have includod it in bilateral agreements. It is substantially the

same as the latest version that we have included in bilateral agreements.

I might add, just be way of event, that we have been including clauses

similar to this in agreements for a long time,and our experience under then

has not been bad. They have almost never been invoked, but they have been

there in case the emergency should arise, which gives some assurance to the

people concerned.

In answer to Mr.McKinnon's question, I think his main point was

concerned with the 60 days delay. The purpose of the first 60 days is

just to ensure that the thing does not run on indefinitely with the other

party not knowing when the axe is going to fall.

MR. MCKINNON (Canada): But it can take action within one day?

MR.HAWKINS (United States): Yes, any time within 60 days.

MR. MCKINNON (Canada): It means, then, that there must be a minimum of 60

days before it can do anything.

MR. HAWKINS (United States): Yes, after that sixty days has elapsed the member

is free.

Mr. MCKINN0N (Canada): Mr. Hawkins has now informed us that there must be a

minimum of 60 days before action can be taken by the second party. We have

already removed the phrase "such action be taken" and substituted for it the

phrase "consultation has been completed". Arewe not in danger of making a

rather open-ended amendment here? The date of an action being taken is

precise and determinable; it is not so easy to determine the date on which

negotiations are concluded, because either part, either with the best faith

in the world or deliberately, could prolong the proceedings by continuing

- 17 -
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the consultations.

MR. SHACKLE (United Kingdom): Perhaps we should do well to go back to the

original text and say, "after such action is taken", becaue then, it

seems to me, pressure is put upon the country which has taken the action

to be businesslike about the consultations.

THE CHAIRMAN: The Rapporteur has one point to make.

THE RAPPORTEUR: Mr. McKinnon raised some question about the second 60 days.

The reason for a period of that length is to afford the Organisation an

opportunity to recommend against the action that has been taken, but

that phrase has now been changed to refer to the "date on which written

notice of much suspension is received by the organization", so that pro-

bably we could now reduce that period somewhat.

MR. ADARKAR (India): I suppose the procedures will be something like this.

Whenan action is taken under this clause, the country affected will have
will be the

to anticipate what/type of obligations or concessions under this

Charter the suspension of which the Organisation will not recommend

against, and will have to give 60 days' written notice in respect of such

obligations or concessions. Then during the course of consultations the

Organisation may either approve the withdrawal of the specific obligations

and concessions covered by the notice, or may ask for the deletion of

certain obligations or concessions. .Then after the expiry of the period

of 60 days only such obligations or concessions as the Organisation does

not recommend against will be withdrawn, There has to be some element of

provision in the notice.

MR.HAWKINS (United States): In the light of what the Delegate of India has

said, I would suggest that it would not be desirable to shorten that 60

days' peridd, for the reason that the organisation has now got to look at

the equivalence of what is proposed, which is not an easy problem to tackle.

I shouldtherefore be quite agreeable to making it the '"date of receipt",

but not to shortening the 60 days. We must allow plenty of time.

MR. SHACKLE (United Kingdom): May I try to say how I understand this sentence

would wor, in order to be corrected if I am wrong? I refer particularly
-18-
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to the last three linos, which begin "such substantially equivalent

obligations or concessions under the Charter the suspension of which the

Organisation does not recommend against." In the first place, am I

right in thinking that the words "substantially equivalent" would be

at first for the country itself to determine, but that it right be that

afterwards the Organisation might be asked to consider whether in fact

the action taken was equivalent or exceeded what was the equivalent ?

As records the rocommendations made by the Organisation, supposing that

by the end of the 60 days the Organisation had made no recommendation,

then I take it that the matter would like entirely in the discretion

of the country which wished to take action? Am I right in those two

assumptions, first that the determination of the substantial equivalent

is in the first place the business of the county itself, and second,

if after 60 days the Organisation has not made any recommendation,

discretion lies with the country?

E/PC/T/C.Il/PRO/PV/11
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MR. LECUYER (Franco) (interpretation) : It seems tomethat thisis a very

delicate and comlex procedure, and weshould think it over carefully.

There are two time limits here, the first of 60 days which is allowed

to the members so that they may take countervailing action; thesecond

or 60 days also which is allowed to the Organization so that it may

makerecommendations. It seems to me that those two time limits should

not concur exactly, because if they do the decision of the Organization

may be taken at the very moment when the member is already deprived of

his right to take action. Therefore, I think the time limit should be

such as to allow tho recommendation of the Organization to be reconciled

with the action of the member.

THE CHAIRMAN: I do not understand that quite clearly, because the first

60 days is "within 60 days." The day after the other member has taken

action you can say to the Organization "I proposal to do" this, that and

the other; then the Organization needs 60 days to approve it or to

recommend againstit, orto try to reconcile the parties. Therefore, I

do not think there is any difficulty here. There will never be an

overlapping. If the other memberwants his counteor measurestotake

effect very shortly he can just take them within a few days, giving

notice to the Organization.

MR. McKINNON (Canada): It is obvious now, I think, that this will have to go

back to the Rapporteur for redrafting, since at leastsome of the points

we have been raising become, in the final analysis, drafting matters. I

suggest it might be more clear if the first word "within" before the

phrase "sixty days" was changed to road "not later than. " It would then

read:

"if such action is taken the other affectedMembers shall be free,

not later than sixty days after such action is taken."
I think there is ambiguity about the word "within".

MR. ADARKAR (India): I am not sure I understood this part quite correctly.

It seems to me that as it stands it makes it necessary that suspension should
take effct within 60 days after the action is taken - not that the notice
is given.

20.
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THE CHAIRMAN: No.

MR. ADARKAR (India): ". . the other affected Member shall be free, not
later than sixty days after such action is taken,
to suspend on sixty days' notice."

THE CHAIRMAN: It is after that 60 days.

THE RAPPORTEUR: I think the rephrasing of that makes it a little clearor:

"upon the expiration of sixty days from the date on which
written notice of such suspension was received by the
Organization."

MR.ADARKAR (India): Otherwise the word "on" might not quite convey that

meaning. It is "upon the expiration of sixty days."

THE CHAIRMAN: Arethere any other remarks about the further proposed changes?
The words "substantially equivalent" cover what we have discussed and

decided before, I think.

MR. McKINNON (Canada): There may be one point on that phrase which may not

be a point of substance. In the original United States draft Charter

the Organization had discretion in an advisory capacity in respect of any

obligation or concession under the Chaptor. It Seems to me now -- and it

may be a more accident of works -- that the discretion of the Organization
with respect to recommending against suspension is limited to those which

are substantially equivalent only. In other words, if the action of the

offending member - if I may use that phrase - is : such that the

Organization might have felt inclined to permit a quite drastic reprisal.

That freedom is now romoved from the Organization, as I read this phrase,

because it can deal only with substantially equivalent obligations.
THE CHAIRMAN: That is indeed the case, because under point 3 of paragraph

1 of this paper you find "countervailing action permitted under the Article

should not be disproportionato to the offence." I think that is the point

Mr.Shackle raised at our last meeting, and we thought it would be better

to mako that change.
MR. McKINNON (Canada): But Shackle's amendment, as originally drafted,

did not create any ambiguity. It road:
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"If agreement among interested Members with respect to such

action or proposed action is not reached Members adversely

affected may, unless the Organization recommends otherwise,

suspend the application to the trade of the Member taking

such action of concessions of as near as may be equivalent

value granted under this Chapter. "

There is a slightly different connotation there. It could be very

serious. It is taking away the discretion, that is my point.
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MR. HAWKINS:(U. S. A.) The difference between Mr. Shackle's draft and

Mr. Loddy's draft is, I think, morely that Mr. Shackle has draf-

ted his in such a way that the way is left open for the Organiz-

ation to take cocrcive action, whereas in Mr. Loddy's draft the

action is confined to compensatory action.

MR. SHACKLE (United Kingdom): I think there are two elements to con-

sider here: firstly, the extent of the action - what we call

the equivalent value; secondly, the form of the action. In any

case the question of equivalent value would be referred to the

Organization. Whether you should also leave the Organization
the power to recommend what the form should be, I am not sure

whether that is necessary or not. We might saysimply,"the value

or the equivalent", since ther would berecourse to the Organiz-
ation in any case.

MR.McKINNON (Canada): That mightbe sufficient.

THE CHAIRMAN: I think we have to decide upon that point - whether we

want the Organization to do more than a substantial equivalent or

not, if there should be any need to do that. I am inclined to

leavethe Organization as much leaway as possible. The Organiz-

ation, after all, according to the Charter is the governing body.

For instance, if they decided on a sanction which was merely

taking away a concession, even that would be agreeable to me and

I think we should leave the Organization power to do that, but we

have to be quite clear what we want.

MR. HAWKINS(U.S.A.): I think the question really comes down to this:

do we want to authorise the Organization to sanction contravening
action which goes beyond the point of compensation by the country:

which evoked the escape clause? I think there is this to be

said for leaving that discretion with the Organization: as long as

there is a possibility that if this ascape clause mightbe misused,

the action taken against it by other memberscouldbe actually

coercive, there will be more restraint on the use of the escape

clause. If that is what we want - and it seems to me desirable -

- 23 -
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then we would leave the Organization full discretion to

authorise whatever it cecides in the light of the circumstances

as they appear at the time.

MR. SHACKLE(United Kingdom): In view of what Mr. Hawkins has just

said, I am prepared to withdraw my amendment.

MR.ADAKAR (India): The amendment suggested by Mr. Shackle has a

certain amount of logic in it and would servo somepurpose,
but it would make a position which is a little unfair. It is

true that escape clauses should not be usod too freely but,

at the same time, it is Iegitimate to use escape clauses and

in such cases where the use is legitimate and is fully justi-

fied, it would be uunfortunate if the countries affected were

not empowered to take whatever action they agree upon. There

is a certain element of unfairness about that. Therefore I

think the amendment should be allowed to stand with a necessary

modification to ensure that a decision as to whether the

decisions in question are or are not equivalent in effect to

the action which has given rise to the problem should be left

in the power of the Organization. For example, we might

substitute for the words "such substantially against"

the following words:

"obligations or concessions under this

Charter the suspension of which the

Organization does not recommend against

and which are regarded by the Organisation

as substantially equivalent in effect to

the original action."

THE CHAIRMAN: Before that is translated, I am in favour of the

first part of the remarks of the Indian delegate, but would
like to see two things. First, to put in that as a rule it

should be a substantial equivalent to leave the. Organization

the right to go further if they found that it had been a real

abuse of the escape clause. I think that second possibility
-24 -
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is killed by the way in which the Indian delegate has framed hisamendment.

MR.ADAKAR IIndia): Perhaps.
MR. HAWKINS (U.S.A.): After listening to the discussion, Ifevour the

originalAmerican draft onthis pointon the ground thatit

puts themaximum restraint upon the use of the exception. In

other words, the way is left open for the Organization to

authorise punitive action in flagrant cases.

THECHAIRMAN:The original draft in the Charter do you known?

MR. HAWKINS (U.S.A.) : Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN: Thedelegate of Chile.

MR.VIDELLA (Chile): The more we discuss this matter, the more I am

in agreement with theCuban delegate. If you will allow me,

Mr. Chairman, I will call your attention to the necessary for

taking into account, when we are drafting the Article under

discussion, the Provision or letter (c) of No. 2 of Article

19. which roads: "any Member imposingrestrictions on the

importation of any product pursuant to this subparagraph shall

give public notice of the total quantity or value of the

product permitted to beimported during aspecified future

period and of any change in such quantity or value." I

notice that in the Rapporteur's letter (b) of w.54 this

paragraph is deleted, though the Secretary said it was not

deleted but left out only because it does not constitute an

escape clause. If we keep this paragraph here, I think we

must consider it when we are drafting Article 29 in order to

have the same procedure, and in that case I shouldpropose
to delete the words added by the Rapporteurin Article 29 -

"provided that in critical and exceptional circumstances such

action may be taken provisionally without prior consultation."

I follows. - 25 -
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THE CHAIRMAN: I think the paper to which the Childcan Delegate referred

deals with the Escape Clauses, which still have to be studied. I feel

that we ought to bring an and to this discussion, We have spent the

whole morning on Article 29, so I would like to ask the Rapporteur to

draft this to the best of his ability, with the first amendment in it,

with which I think several Delegates were in agreement. However, we

have Canada, Chile and Cuba. against it. I would like to hear whether

France is a-ainst or for the amendment to the effect that in exceptional

cases there should be no prior notice. I would also like to hear whether

the United Kingdom, India and the United States are in favour of such

clause. Then I shall be able to see to what extent we shall have to go

on with this point. I am interested in this, but not so vitally.

I am here just as the Chairman, and not for the Netherlands.

Mr McKINNON (Canada): On a point of order, before we go into the

substance of the discussion. Should we not be clear as to what the

Delegate from Chile has in mind? If I interpret him correctly, he is

attemptingto argue for parallel provisions in Article 19 (e) and 29.

Mr VIDELA (Chile): Yes.

Mr McKINNON (Canada): His motion is to strike out the provision for summary

action in Article 29, because inferentially there is provision for notice

in Article 19?

Mr VIDELA (Chile): Yes.

Mr MeKINNON (Canada): But as I read Article 19, there is no provision for

prior notice. The action is taken summarily and then the member taking

it merely gives public notice as to what he has dont. It is not prior

notification. I think we should clear up that point first before we

discuss the question further.

Mr VIDELLA (Chile): If I could give an illustration, I think I can clear

up ---

THE CHAIRMAN:Excuse me. As far as I know, Article 19 has not been

adopted up to now. Is it wise to go on? - because we might discuss

a matter which is not here.

26.
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Mr VIDELA (Chile): It has not been adopted?

THE CHAIRMAN: No.

Mr VIDELA (Chile): If I refer to this article here, you say it is not

adopted?

THIS CHAIRMAN: That is right.

Mr. VIDELA (Chile): When I wish to refer to the Article, I am told that it

is not adopted. I do not like this procedure, becaue I attach great

importance on this business of import restrictions of agricultural

products. As an illustration, I might refer to tomatoes. I do not

agree with the Canadian Delegation on interpretation because it says

here : "Any member imposing restrictions on the importation of any

product", etc., "shall give public notice of the total quantity or value

of the product permitted to be imported during a specified future

period..."

Mr McKINN0N:(Canada): After he has imposed the restrictions,

Mr VIDELA (Chile): No, before. You must write to the exporting,

countries. If it is afterwards, I attach even more importance to the

proposal of the Cuban Delegate, because we are goin to oxport agri-

cultural products from 30 days distance from England, for instance.

We are going to send apples, and when they arrive here we will be told,

"No, we cannot acept these apples because we have imposed a restriction,

as we are permitted to do under the Charter," I think it is a most

unfair proposition. I think the illustration I have driven clears up the

matter very well. If the Canadian Delegate gives the correct

interpretation, we ought to have the same proposal of the Cuban Delegate

in Article 19.

Mr McKINNON (Canada): I merely wish to say that my interpretation of

Article 19. 2. e. permits the action to be taken, and then notice is

to be given as to the quantity. I think we could ask Mr. Hawkins

or any other Delegate whether my interpretation of Article 19 2. is

right, or that of the Chilean Delegate.

27.
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THE chaIRMAN: Article 19 is still under discussion in the Committee on

Quantitative Restrictions, and that is one of the difficulties that

you find here; you deal with certain clauses without knowing what other

Committees have done. On the other hand, we are expected to end our

work at the end of this week or carly next week, so wc shall have to go

on in one way or another. It is now 20 minutes to 1. I have an engage-

ment which I missed last time because I stayed here too long. I must

be there at 1 o'clock. Therefore, I propose that we resume our dis-

cussions this afternoon, preferably I think at 2.30 or 2.45. Is that

convenient to the Canadian Delegate?
Mr. McKINNON (Canada): I have an engagement in the City, but I will try to

be here at a quarter to 3.

Mr VIDELA(Chilc): I would only like to say that I support the reservations

made by the Cuban Delegation in Article 29, and if the interpretationof

the Canadian Delegate is correct I wish to make an amendment in Article.

19.

THE CHAIRMAN: That is quite understood. Now if there is time before we

meet this afternoon I would like this article to be redrafted. as a result

of our discussions, and then we will try to reach a conclusion on that

matter, because we must cover Article 30 this afternoon. We must go on

until we have covered it. I warm you all beforehand. The Meeting is

now adjourned.

(The Meeting rose at 12.4.3 p.m.
For Verbatim Report of afternoon session,
sec E/PC/T/C.II/PRO/PV/11, Part 2.)
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PART 2

THECHAIRMAN: Gentlemen, the meeting is open.

I think, as Mr Leddy is not yet in, we perhaps might discuss

or at any rate round through now the first paragraph of Article20, of

which you receivcedthe final revised draft at the one of this morning's

acting. It reads as follows: "If, as a result of unforeseen developments

and of the affect of the obligations incurred under this Chapter, in-

cluding the tariff concessions granted pursuant to Article 18, anypro-

duct is being imported into the territory of any Member in such increased

quantities and under such conditions as to cause or thresten to cause

serious injury to domestic producers of like or similar products," and

then there are some wordsin brackets, "(or in the case of a product

which has been made the subject of aconcession with respect to the

preference, to producers in a territory which receives or received such

preference), the Member shall to free to withdraw the concession, or

suspend the obligation, in respect of such product,in whole or in part,

or to modify the concession to the extent and for such time as may be

necessary to prevent such injury."

MR SHACKLE (UK): Mr Chairman, I am sorry to return to this, but with regard

to that little part in brackets, that is a point I did mention this

morning , and were we say "or in the case of a product which has been

made the subject of a concession, " I would rather like to say whichh is

or has been, " the reason being that if you simply say "has been" that

applies only to the case of a completely eliminated preference, whereas

there may be soma which remain though modified. I would rather like,

therefore, to say, "which is or has been." It is a tiny point, but it is

perhaps worth taking up.

THE CHAIRMAN: I do not think that this addition makes much sense, because

we speak of a concession; we do not speak of a reduction or an

elimination.

MR SHACKLE(UX): Does not that cover both: a concession may be either a

reduction or an climination.
29.
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THE CHAIRMAN But how can it be? It has been made the subject of a

concession always.

MR SHACKLE (UK): Yes; but the concession was one that result either in

elimination or in modification, so that you have the two cases still

left.

THECHAIRMAN: Yes; I think it still covers it.

MR HAWKINS (USA): The phrase "the subject of a concession with respect to

the preference" was intended to cover whatever was done; that was the

purposeof the thing.
MR SHACKLE (UK): The word concession" does not nowappear in the carly

part of the text, because it refers to "the affect of the obligations

incurred," and then the word "including the tariff concessions" have

gone out, have they not?

MR McKINNON (Canada): Yes, that is out.

THE CHAIRMAN: I think we must read this Article in conjunction with the

former Article.

MR SHACKLE (UK): It is purely drafting; I do not think that there isany

difference of substance.

THE CHAIRMAN: Do you agree that we leave it like this; we can always return

to it.

MR SHACKLE (UK) Just leave "which has been"?

THE CHAIRMAN: Yes.

MR SHAKCKLE (UK): I am not quite sure how it roads now.

THE CHAIRMAN: In brackets, "(or in the case of a product which has been made

the subject of a concession with respect to the preference" and so on.

MR SHACKLE (UK): I see.

THECHAIRMAN: I think it must cover it.

MR McKINNON (Canada): And not put in "is or"?

MR SHACKLE (UK): No; but I think if you add the words, "a concession with

respect to" - I had not got this - it does cover both and the point then

does not arise.

B.fols.30.
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THE CHAIRMAN:Can we, then, adopt this new draft? (Adopted)

Then we turn to our Rapporteur again for the latest news.

THE RAPPORTEUR: The latest news is that there is being re-drafted the new

draft which has just been approved! Another draft of Article 29 is being

typed out now and will be along in about ten minutes.

MR. CHAIRMAN I think, gentlemen, we first turn to Article 30, "Consultation,

Nullification or Impairment".

THE RAPPORTEUR:Two suggestions were made with regard to Article; 30 in the

earlier discussions. One was that the Article should be broadened to

permit an importing county to take action to re-adjust competitive con-

ditions between two supplyingcountries upon the recommendation of the

Organisation. Among other things, that sort of a clause would permit

action of the kind described by the delegate of Cuba in connection with

sub-standard labour conditions, where the exploitation of labour took

place. The second suggestion was that theArticle should be broadened

to permit action, to permit a release from the obligations under Chapter IV

in the event of failure to carry out obligations in the other chapters of

the Charter. The new draft, I think, would do that. The first sentence

has now been made a separate paragraph. There is no other change. It

provides merely for consultation regarding all matters relating, to Chapter

IV

MR ALAMILLA (Cuba): There is a typographical error here. I think"Chapter I"

should be "Chapter III".

THE RAPPORTEUR: Yes, that is so. Now, coming to paragraph 2, in the original

draft provision was made that any measure adopted by any member, whether

or not it conflicted with the terms of chapter IV, could be the occasion of

a complaint by any member. Under this draft the adoption of a measure by a

member could be the subject of a complaint, or the development of a situation

could be the subject of a complaint, if it had the effect of nullifying or

impairing an abject of the charter, and not merely an object of chapter IV.

In other words, for example, in chapter III, under that employment chapter

there is a provision that members may need to safeguard their economies
against deflationary pressures arising from abroad. If such a situation
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should arise under the revised draft of Article 30 the member could raise

thequestion with the Organisation as to whether in the circumstances he

should be free to take some remedial action. It is no longeron a basis

of simply one member complaining that another member has taken action.

The Organisation my make recommendations to one or two or three members -

to any of the members concerned - and make such recommendations as may be

provided. Correspondingly, if amember does take remedial action, other

affected members would then be free to withdraw from the Organisation in

accordance with the usual notice procedure. The notice procedure here,

of course, should be changed to correspond with the decisions reached

regarding Article 29, In other words, the draft as it now stands, I think,

will cover the situation envisaged by the Cuban delegate as well as the

situation envisaged in the draft Article 29A submitted by the delegate from

Australia.

THE CHAIRMAN: Before we start the discussion, I would like to give the

programme I suggest we follow. As paragraph 1 is now a separate

paragraph -- that is, the first partof the former Article 30 -- we

should limit our discussions to the new paragraph 1, Then we will

discuss paragraph 2. After that, we will have to consider the

additional escape Clause proposed by Mr. Coombs. Then perhaps the

question may arise whether paragraph 2, as it is worded now, referring

to the whole Charter, has its proper place under Section G. I am

not quite sure about that. Perhaps we could leave that to the Drafting

Committee. in New York, and simply settle now the question of the

paragraph as it is.

I open the discussion on paragraph 1. I would ask the Rapporteur

a question here, Yesterday we had our meeting with the Technical

Sub-Committee, and then it was proposed and adopted -- I have not the

exact wording with me, but this is the effect of it -- that we should

get an addition to the first sentence of Article 32 in which it was,
stated that none of these further general exceptions could be used in a
.

wy which woulà be indirect protection. That vvas a very important
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thing which the members of the Technical Sub-Committee wanted also to

be written into Article 32, in the first line. I ask the Rapporteur

if that is sufficient, or should we have a reference to that in

Article 30 as well.

THE RAPPORTEUR: I think that the paragraph as now drafted would be

adequate. The addition to Articie 32 was that the general exceptions

In Chapter IV should not be used in a way to afford indirect protection

or as a means of arbitrary discrimination. Paragraph 1 of Article

30 provides for consultation regarding all ratters affecting the

operation of this Chapter, and the enumeration of certain types of

controls, customs formalities, quantitative and exchange regulations,

sanitary laws, and so forth, is not intended to exclude any other

question affecting the operation of the Chapter. Unless it is felt

that some specific mention need be made of the question of indirect

protection, I think it is covered here. If there were a case of

sanitary regulations or other customs formalities being used for the

purposes of indirect protection, paragraph 1 would provide an

opportunity for remedial action.

THE CHAIRMAN: I think we can leave that point, and if need be the

Drafting Committee in New York can always see whether it is in the

proper place. We do not need to trouble ourselves with that here.

I would ask whethermembers agree to paragraph 1. If there are no

remarks, the Article is adopted.

MR. ALAMILLA(Cuba); I was going to suggest that instead of following

the procedure you have suggested, Mr. Chairman, of taking the escape

clauses now, we should try to approve paragraph 2, which, in my

opinion, would not be so difficult to approve in its present wording.

THE CHAIRMAN: That was my idea. The discussion is nowopen on

paragaph 2.
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MR. ALAMLLIA (Cuba): I would like to congratulate the Rapporteur on

the work he has done on paragraph 2. I believe that paragraph 2

as now worded offers a possibility to every country which is a

member of the Organisation and which my suffer from the application

in any form of the Charter -- that is, the misuse of aanyof the

measures provided in the Charter -- to ask for consultation to be

followed, so that everybody will know all about it, and then to

leave it to the Organisation to find out about the measures that

have been taken add how they should be remedied. I do not believe
anybody should be against that. It is a matter of open consultation

and of giving every member a chance to say his word, and to see

whether a remedy should or should not be applied. Believe that

the point which I regarded as having been missing before has now

been covered that is, that such a case may arise not between two

members, but between two members and a third, or between various

members and severe third members. As the paragraph is now

drafted,all wouldcome together and try to understand one another,

and if they could not borne to an understanding, the Organisation

would deal with the whole natter and come to a decision, and if the

decision was not acceptable, the member would have the right to go

out of the Organisation. It is a right which is free and equal to

everybody. There is a right, which I think should give complete

satisfaction, for any member to complain, to be heard, and to have

a decision from the Organisation.

MR. McKINNON (Canada): If I understood the Rapporteur correctly when

he introduced the second paragraph, he indicated that because of the

change in the wording and the very much enlarged coverage given in

the new draft it probably would, not be necessary to consider at all

the addition as Article 29 (a) of the amendment suggested by the

Australian Delegation arising out of the discussions in Comnittee I.

34.
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THE RAPPORTEUR: That is correct.

MR. McKINNON (Canada): In other words, that the re-wording of what is

now paragraph2 of Article 30 would cover all that the present

draft covers, plus the substance of the Australian proposal. It

seems to wethat the Australian proposal, since it arises out of the

activities of the Committee on Employment, has certain safeguards
that are not included if we simply embalm it in substance in

Article 30, The Australian draft, as Mr. Coombs brought it in,

provided that the Organisation, on receiving the complaint, would

consult the Economic and Social Council, as well as the appropriate

international agencies, concerning whether the economy of the

member is being seriously affected by a decline in effective deman,

and whether, having regard to the member's obligations to which it

is a party, the member has adequate remedial action open to it.

Only after the Organisation had consulted the Economic and Social

Council, under Mr. Coombs' draft, had it the authority to indicate

to the complainingmember what action he might be free to take,

I can see merit, in what was undoubtedly in the Rapporteur's

mind, in getting rid of yet another escape clause by including it

in the existing paragraph 30, but if the inclusion means that we

abandon any of the safeguards that were provided in the Australian
draft of Article. 29. (a), then I doubt the wisdom of doing it. In

fact, as I read the Rapporteur's explanation of the new Article 30,

in which the word"Charter"is substituted for the word "Chapter", it

is arguable whether or not the reworded Article is not so broad that

we might need even to add Article 29. I think a good argument could

be made on that point. I would like to ask particularly for the

views of other members of the Committee on the question of the abandon-

ment of the safeguard provisions that were in the suggested Article

29 (a) relative to reference to the Economic and Social Council.

35.
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MR. SHACKLE (United Kingdom): As faras the Economic and Social

Council and other interested international agencies are con-

cerned, could we not bring them1 in on page 2, 5 linos down,

after the words "after investigation" by adding some such words

as: "and if necessary consultation with the Conomic and Social

Council and other appropriate international agencies".

MR. MCKINNON (Canada): I think that would. meet my point.

THE CHAIRMAN:I have asked Dr. Coombs to come here but I understand

from the Australian representative who is present that this

would be acceptable to Australia in the now wording of Mr.

Leddy's, so that perhaps we might cover the whole of Article 29a

with this new draft. There is only one thing in my mind, and

that is the remark Mr. McKinnon made about the whole of Article

29. I wonder whether, as this is a general clause, we should

not add "notwithstanding the provisions in previous Articles,

or something like that, otherwise the one tends to wipe out the

other.

THE RAPPORTEUR: There is an essential differences between Articles 29

and 30. Article 29 permits a country to act without the

approval of the Organization; under Article 30 that cannot be

done.

MR. McKINNON (Canada): That is not certain yet. wearenot through

with Article 29.

THE RAPPIRTEUR: I do not think anyone has suggested a change in that

particular feature of Article 29.

MR. McKINNON (Canada): No, in that is given an opportunity of

action without notice.

THE RAPPORTEUR: No, I meant under Article29 a country may, even

though having consulted prior to the action and given proper

notice, 'nevertheless proceed with the action. Under Article

30 a member may take only such action as the Organization
specifies.
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MR.LECUTER (France) (interpretation): It is rather difficult for me to

follow the discussion in English, but as an interpretation may
waste time and prevent other delegates from replyingimmediately

to observations, comments or declarations, would you allow the

interpretor to sit next to me and interprect immediately to me?

SENOR ALAMILLA (Cuba) Mr. we hear again the exact words suggested by

theo United Kingdom delegate?

THE CHAIRMAN: May I explain to Do. Coombs, who has just arrived, that

we are discussing the now drft put foward by Mr. Leddy to

paragraph 2 of Article 30. The idea is that with this draft we

should take care of the Cuban amendment, and also of the pro-

posal of thc iLustralian delegation with regariid to oreergoncy

action, as this is so broad that it should covor that case also.

I understood fror. the lAustralian cl.legation 13foro you. arrived,

Dr. Cooe.ebs, that they arc in agreement with it, but as you arc

here, I eould also like te have your viows before vie proc.od

further.

DR. C0OMBS (Australia): A w¢ arce to it, wc agrec te it.1

M. IECUMR (France) (Intèrpretation): I have no objection in principle

te the mrcondment. of tho lustralian delegation boirng covered in

the tEext of Article 30, but I must aqrain put forvordl the dilelir.a

which I raised this raorning. I arn afraid. that if the Or,,aniz-

ation.has 60 days in which te Ôpen its investigation anrd to

consult the Econoraic and Social Council, thon tho timolimit of

60 days which is alloived to a memberr te take counter measures

may have lalDsed bofore-the Oraanization has taken the adequate

treasures. Therefore I think the ti.ciiioiit shouli.be modified,

in some way.

.R. SHACKLE (United Kïngdom): As I reaËl the re-deafteoc parcgraph, tho

60 day period or periods only be,,insto run as from the date on

which action id taken by a member in pursuance of a finding

already taken by the Organization, and the time taken by the

Organization to make its finding is not limited at all, I think.
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Tho 60 days only only being to runafter a member has taken action

on a recommendation made by the Organisation. AmI not right

in thinking that? It occurredto me that possibly we might

make some change,say, "not later than 60 days" instead of

"within 60 days", if that makes the matter clearer.

THE CHAIRMAN: You would also have to changethe last semtemce.

MR. SHACKLE (United Kingdom): Yes.

DR. COOMMBS (Australia): I would like to refer to one point before we

pass from Article 29n. You will recall that when we put this

forward, weemphasised the point that we wereanxious to oxtab-

lish very clear association between the obligatons accepted by

countries under the part of the Charter d1calinc wit.ac:loyimiont

andl eif octivo. domand ancl thu obligations aoceptod inc.elr the

...co'm.Mercial policy. I crui not surc vihethcr the Coi.ul.tittec is

awaro, but in the Chaptcr dealing with eMloanont, thore is a

provision which roads as f'ollarws:

"The OrCanization shall hava crcard in thc

.exorcise of its functions as dctnud- in .the-"

other articles of this Chapter, ta tho noted .

of' iaileitbcrs to takl actior.vihtho Provisions

of the International TradOrganization, to.

safeguard thcir econonies ar.;ainst deflationary,

prcssàue in thc avent ofa a serious or abrupt

clecline in the effective. clenanrI of other

countries."

We were anxious that that statement, that. the Organization should

have .regard ta.that .neèd, should bo balanced by a corrcosponding
power in the alpropriate latèr Articles of the Charter which

wQuld. enablç the Organization. ta take those, factors into' account

in the exorcise of relevant powers. I am satisfied, tentatively

at any rate, on examination of Article 30, that it gives the

Organization the necessary authority to suspend specified
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obligations or concessions under the Charter, and in deciding
whether so to do to take into account the matters referred to

inhat Article which l read to you from the Employment section.

We are therefore quito happy to accept the redraft which has

been put forward.

THECHAIRMAN: Before you arrived, Dr. Coombs, Mr. Shackle proposed

that we should put in a reference to the Economic and Social

Council and the appropriate specialist international agencies.

MR.McKINNON: (Canada) :May we have Mr. Shackle's draft?

MR. SHACKLE (United Kingdom): I will read it out slowly. I suggest

that this should be added on page 2, 5th line, after the under-

lined words, and after investigation":

"and havenecessary consultation with the Economic

and Social Council and any other appropriate

international agencies."

I thought of it on the spur of th moment and do not attach any

special importance to the way it is worded.

THE CHAIRMAN: I think the word "speziolist" should a7ppoar before

"agencies". Is that agreeable?

MR. SHMM1S (United ICin.cdora): Bofore we leavo that, I have one small

question. It is alraost a draltiri-point, but perhaps has a

little substance in it, It comes in the sixth line from the

end on plage 2 where the word "the application b the other

mertiber of" have been put into braclcots,indicating that they are

marked down for deletion. I wai not sure whother, if we delete

thera, we get quito the right affect, bucause it will thon read:

"the Organization may authorise a z.iemibor or members to suspend

such specified obligations" and so on. That vrould sceem to

suggest coa.rplete suspension. In othor words, th omparticular

obligations no longer apply bctwocn any riombers at all. 1What
.

we are aiming at here is that you may have certain cases in

which some members way assume certain obligations in regard
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to particular other members. That is rather in the nature of

a general suspension. Therefore I am wondering whether we do

not need to keep something like those words in brackets,

possibly amended a little, so as to read "the application to

certain or all other members of such specified obligations".
Do I make my point clear?

MR. COOMBS (Australia): You do not think it is covered by the word.

specified"?

MR. SHACKLE (United Kingdom): Specification to my mind would have

meant the particular obligations which are susponded. If you

say nothing to the contrary, it would seem to mean a general

suspension as between all mou.ibers. If thorc is to be a partial

suspension so that the provisions ara suspenacd as between

particular members but not all mombers, I fool that sote words

like tho wards in brackets T;may noed to rein.

THE RAPPORTEUR: I think it is already covered, but that would

certainly make it clear. Perhaps "the application to any

other member or members"?
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MR ALAMILLA(Cuba): I think also when I proposed my former amendment it

covered the possibility that these specific obligations or concessions
could be taken out inwhole or in part.I think that it would bea

good thing to koep this in - such obligations or concessions in whole

or in part .I think that would be adequate.

THE RAPPORTEUR: I think the amendment suggested by Mr Shackle is somewhat
clearer than that.

MR ALAMILLA (Cuba): If my point is covered, I have complete confidence in

you. I just put it before the meeting.
THE CHAIRMAN: Again, I think we may all join the Cuban delegate in his

congratulations to the Rapporteur on the way he has covered all those

vory difficult points.

DR COOMS (Australia): Vcry skilful.
cri-

THE R.APPORTEUR+: I.do not lilk to. o conrratulated for broaaxnc thc ¢Scapo

clauses

THE aEULIEMN: Thon wc have Adoptod. .,rticle'30, and ;c now corn back tu'-

.article 29, of vihich the novw drrSft has just coma in Éd %tich vvill now

be distributed. I think the first pr.rrrri.ih has elrcady beon adopted;

so that it comes down now to the second poaragrra:h of i-rticlek 29, vihich

perhaps wemiht .novrcad. (Tho Intcrfprotor round now dral!t ` ti 2)

ilhen wc vrere discussing this nattor this morning there vacs di cifferocce

of opinion, because the dologatos of Cuba, Chilc, and, to a certain

extent, of Canada, vore against thoso essa;p clauses in this fôrm.

UR MoKINNON (Canad&): ;ASainst it in tho form in vdiich it was this' mrning.

THE OEAIRMAN: Thon the dologates of Cuba- nid Chiloc arc thd only tN7o delegates

who are against it. They said that prior notice should always be given,

while other delegates, aÈ far as -I found out this morning, thought that

a clause like this should not bc necessar. We have now to sec vghether,

in this nee1draft form this clause roprosonts what wQ discussed this

morning. -Thn I will isk the Cuban and Chilcar dcle,éatos, 'f thcy still.

dissent, to say what they want to say and we will take note of their

remarks. My I just ask whether this clause as drafted now is agreeable

to the sub-Commitee?
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MR McKINNON (Canada): I think it meets the point that I raised this morning,

that the draft that was then before us was restrictive on the Organis-

ation in that it was taking away some of its discretion. I think the

now draft restores tho discretion in two stops, so to speak, but I am

still rather of the opinion that the original Article or sentence in

the American draft Charter is still the best. However, the delegate from

India seemed to think that some such wording as this might make more

clear, first, that the Organization had full powers, but, secondlys
might modify the action, to put it in somewhat equivalent terms, to the

alleged injury. I have always interpreted the. American draft as meaning
that the Organization had corrilàto discretion, but.lirobaibly ivould in

most cases malc an adjustmont noro cquivcilcnt to the injury that Lad

been done. My only objection to thc -rosont wording, is that it imnvolvss

by a rather clumsy construction tho achieveont of exactly vwhat I think

thc original draf t covered.

THE CHLITMMN; I think that Mr Hawzkins takes the sean view?

MR HAYKINS (USA): Yes; this Nvould be acceptable, but tho ori.ginal draft

imould be preferable. However, we would trike either.

MR ADfAMfl (India): Mr Chair.-n, I think the prosont draft convoys the

rieaning tliht Uw had in r.di this rorrning uuch noro adequately thon this

riorning's draft. The reason why the provision in the original ,\riericen

Char'tor ie not acceptable ie this, that if tho procccdurc as outlined.

in this article ij followed, tho odfected r.àoDber will have to soy that

ho took the tyjpc of action that ho anticiiatcd was likoly te bc a-p'provodc
by the Organization; and. in =.clcing that case it is dosir.able that they

should have some guidance and they should bear in rx:ind that if the

counter-action in resprect of viichh the country is -oing to aivo notice

is not proportionate to the. injuzy it hos sufferod, thon it may not

receive the approval of the Organization. There is a possibility that

if the original provision is allowed to stand the affected member may

give notice and in that notice it may seek to cover action which is

much more drastic than is necessary to meet the requirements of the case.
42.
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but the notice will be a public notice. It will be notice to the

Organization, but surely it will be also notice to the countries

concerned, and it will receive wide publicity.A public notice of

that sort, unless and until it takes this principle into account, may

have an adverse affect on the relations between the various members of

the Organization and to a greater oxtent than is necessary. And so,

form that point of view, Sir, it is desirable thatthe affeted member

should know what type of action is likely to receive the approval of

the Organization; but in special circumstances it may be justifiable

for the Oraanization to note out specially vigilant treatment. That is

adequately covered by the now sentence which the Rapporteur has intro-

duced into the draft, nearly, tho last sentence; sa that tho drar-t as

it stands would be quitc acouptablaî Sir.

UR SH;.CKU (UIC): This nQw tCxt is I think acceptable to m. Thora is ane

point which hasï just .struck rno -out it on a hasty reading, ani that is

that wc talk at tho bottzz ofet pnxe 2 about iixty dazr àfter such action

is takon and.at an carlior star re talk aIbut action bcinrg taken or

continued. What about the case of continuing action, and, whcrc docs your

deadline eome in theo?

THE IV??2PEUR:That vas the reason for the original I)roposition, that it

should be sixty doys .Cter the completion of. thc consultation, but it

was pointed, out that there would be no firm dUte for that, and that if

you go lback to the date of thc taliM.g cf the action the pressure is un

the country which takes th¢, action to consult, since the other country

ivill,km if it- sees the doealinc running oeut, tend to be: forced into

action te protect its pdsitiori. So that the country taking tho action

will then be inclined to consult more quickly than it right otherwise be.

MR SHACKLE(UK):Thankyou. I am sorry to have raised an unnecessary point.

THE CHAIRMAN: Then I think I say say that now the delegates of the United.

States, Canada, India, the United Kingdom and of France feel able to accept

this new draft, and it is also acceptable to me, as Chairman; so that

43.
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points of view.

MR VEDELA(Chile): I gave you my viewpoint this morning, Mr.Chairman.

MR ALAMILLA(Cuba): Mr Chairman, I would like to translate, more or less
literally, some notes I have written down here, and afterwards I will

hand them to the Sccretary so that he can make a better translation.

merely want you to have the principle of the idea that I have in mind.

The Cuban Delegation establishes a double reserve in relation

to the draft of Article 29: in that first case, the Cuban delegation

maintains that a clear and riged procedure should be laid downfor

the nation or nations which might siffer as aconsequence of the

emergency action taken by any other Members in accordance with

Article 29, so that they would be able to bring the matter to the

notice of the Or-anization vfith r' vicw to the avoidanc. of thc easures

that moy be talcen or the Ircvention of thoir continuance, crd.in. every'

çasc to permit those mernbers tu tako tlle necessary- counter-moasureà

or reprisals in accordaa-ce withl Ithc ,ineciplos of the measures that

have been taken, without just cause or in such a form that a large

measure of damage and injury which might otherwise be inflicted is

avoided.
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These requests have been made by the Cuban delegation in line with the

proposed charter of the United States, which in every case demands provious

notice and previous consultation to take these emergencymeasures.

Now that the possibility is contemplated of permitting that in exceptional

and critical cases the emergency measures could be taken without previous

consultation, be it with previous knowledge or not, this measure of protection

at which the Cuban delegation was aiming is more indispensible and more

necessary. In the second place, the delegation of Cuba maintains that the

possibility of permitting unilateral emergency action, even if it is in cases

of critical and exceptional circumstances, is dangerous, and that in every

case previouslyknowledge as soon as possible and previous consultation, even if

it moy be for a short period, should precode the enorgoncy mi.asure, and

those measures should not at any tLic bc applied to norchandise. .

On theso points the delegation of Cuba raakes a odrrespondirg request that

they may be disousscd again in the next prcparatory meeting that is going to

bo hold before the negotiations,

Ma VIDELL (Chil): Mr Chairman, I fully agree with the deole.ra.tion of' the

Cuban dologation, especially as referring to countries exporting agriculturally

jnroducts, and I min przymred to make tho saine declaration when a discussion

of' .rtiolo 19.2 .e arises in the special conmittoe.

TBaHLIEi;N: Thank you. I think, gentlemen, that we have oovered iLrtiole 29

es far as vwe can go, and so wo should novw include it in our report to the

main Comauitte Il.. Before we finally lave this, 'Iunderstand Dr Coomnbs

would like to say something about the first paragraph.

EBR COOWIS (Ltistraîia): I do not want to re-open this question but I think it

dosirable that I should mention one doubt that vie have about the first

paragraphof Lrticlo 29, se that the delegates could perhaps give the matter

some thought. It relates to the question of an industry.adversely affected

by'a reduction in preference. The proposal here is quite satisfactory

as far as we are concerned, on the assumption that the type of action which

would be most desirable to assist an industry or the people in an industry

likely to suffer serious injury as a result of unforeseen circumstances

was in fact a restoration tamporarily of the preferential margin, or part of it.
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This is a matter to which wo have given a good deal of thought, because it is

perhaps one of the problems we may ourselves have to face, but it has seemed

to us that the typeof action which we will wait to take in that case perhaps

would not be arestoration of the preference because the commodities we would

be concerned wish are agricultural products, and a certain area of land has been

devoted to these industres and theelimination or roduction of the preference
may involve a change in the character of the production, and what may be

required in these emergency circumstances, therefore, moy bc some scheme which

links on the-one hand. dUversion of the land to other purposes, wvth:,sone

tecmporary assistance to. enable producers.teO cctry. through thenocossaryy changes.

-We have somo doubts as to whether inna case'like that it would be desirable

te restore any prnrt oe the proetrence which we had onceiagreed to' abandon,

and turthormore we feel that ivhatever action is talcen te assist. the producer

*should in sOeM wuy be nade.conditional upon the producer carrying out the

changes in the nature of, his production which are necessary. to moet the changed

circunstc.ies; and we have a feeling that thrit ry..best perbapsabe accomplished

by a combination oe rce-direction on -the production aide perhaps with saome inmn

of subsidy. It mry be an expert subsidy. or it rnay bo-a general. subsidy, but we

tful1. recognize that in a caso like this the circumstances would be exceptional

and that the action proposed ought to bu agrecd to by a11 t.he. parties concerned,

and we vrnted to put forward for your consideration tha# perhaps in addition tO

V*ht is proposed, here about the possibility. et the country which originallY

granted the preference restoring it .in part ten.porarily to meet these

circunstances we might provideo something of this sort: That if as a result

of unforeseen circumstances and c? the effect of a reduction of preference

brought about under ALrticle 18 the expert of a product is s* reduced aS to

cause or threaten serious injuries to producers of that product, a country

which previously received the pre'Yerence may request the Organisation te

arrange and participate in 4isoussions with the country granting the preference

and the country substantÏalay affec.tod by the rçduction of the prefIerenoe

(thai is,' those who benefit frem it) with a view t reachin an a8recOnt on

meanurea to bc taken within thu countrfiy concerned so far as these nsuy conflict
with obligations under the Charter dtosigrned teo mitigtate or prevent in&ury, to
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producers. The Organisation may, in accordance with any agreement so

reached, suspend the obligations of the member either in whole or in part

undertaken under Article 5 (I think it. is) of this Chapter. Now, the

points to which I would like to draw your attention are that what is proposed

here is that in circumstances of this kind there shoitd be consultation botwoon

tho threc parties concerned - the country with has lent tho preference, the

country which previously granted the proforenoe, and the country which haas

presumnab.y nskod for the preference to be roducod, because they would benefit

fro.i that; and that if in. those circunstanoes the three parties agroe that the

boost wry to hancjle the problem of the possible injury to the producers con-

ccrned is ono which involves a temporaly abrogation or a temporary suspension

of the obligations relating to subsidies, the Organisation would be authorised

to approve that.,

iai Ir.-emS, (MS) : ilr:Chairman, I think in principle that is all right. The idea

of consultation aciong the parties conourned to deal with a hardship case like

that under the auspices of the Organisation is entirely compatible with

everything we arc trying to create the Organisation to do. I would suggest

onc point which mly be a little tochnicnl. There might be more than three

parties, because your substitute product might come from a country other than

that which asked for tho removal of .th proforence.

D1t. COOMBS (.i.utralia): Yoe. You ould put it in the plural so as to cover that.

The words I read out were only a rough draft, but if the general idea seems

acceptable I suggest we hand it over to the rapporteur, and he can do what

he cari with it thcnm

1HE RiLIPOZTERUR; Would that be a substitute for what i8 in paragraph 1 regarding

preforonco?

DR COOMB;. (:.ustralIa): No, I should not think it would be a substitute, because

it applies only to certain agricultural products. It seems to me, speaking

offhand, that the action you havo proposed in.29(1), the part underlined,

is generally thé mount appropriate form of action, but it probably would not

be appropriate in soma of the industries which we know are likely to .be

affected by this modification of preference.
Mt ILWKczS (u&a)' This would be an additional paragraph?
DR COOMBS (i;.ustralia): Yes, it would not affect 29(1) as it stands at al.
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THE CHAIRMAN: If it is agreeable to the Rapporteur and the Committee,

I think we might ask the Rapporteur to look into the draft which Mr.

CCoombs, has put forward, and then see at another meeting whether it

should be inclu~pd in Article 30. ;WYith reward to Article 29,

there is.,onEl point to be dcalt ,ith, since all) the -ther points have

been disoussed.

. VIILA (Chile):. la. this li;.Lite& only to preferences? yhby docs

it not apply to the general scopc of Article 29?

THE CHâIüSI'AN: I think wme u.Libht aslk the Rapporteur to look into that.

Before leaving Articlo 29, I want to ..iake one-correction in the short

state.àent i.ade by the Cuban Dele1ate. H. spoke about souethinjg
bcing looked into aLain in N;. York. I think ho meant in Geneva.

The Draftinî, Co..;iaittee will not be able 'to reach decisions on' that

question, but vrill only bo able to state. clearly the different view-

points. They vrill no.t have the job of reconciling two differin&

points of view on a matter of principle. They vwill. only be able to

deal with i.atters of drafting.

,iR. AII (Cuba): I thought we viere ,oin%, to have a meetipg in

New York in January. In any case, when we negotiate we will have

to have this thing, in .iind.c

iR. CaMBS (Australia) I presurae that the Drafting Cot:iittee in Ne

York ivould prepare, on the basis of the Cuban note, an alternative

draft to that which is at present eLibodied.

IMHE CHAIRMMAN: I -think we. have novw covered Articles 29 ana 30. I wiant

to put a last question -- whether the broad formula in the last part

of Article30 .shoud not have its proper place uncler Section G. I

suggest that that should be. lef t to the Draftins Comîttee, when they

have the oiwle thing before thc.L, to atudy in.New Yori.

àiR. ÀLUa1LA (Cuba): 1 would only ask. that thé alternative draf t in

our proposu1 should be brought before then.
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THE CHAIRMAN: We will return to article 29 only when we get the draft

of the Rapporteur concerning Mr. Coombs ' proposal. We still have

before us Airticle 33. I would like to have Mr. Coombs'guidance

on Articles 56, 55, and also 50 with regard to the whole mechanism

of settlei.aent of disputes and the whole question of escape clauses.

I do not thinlc there v4Ill be tii:ie to deal, with that in detail, and

therefore, I viould l .ke to have iir, Cooïiubs ruin; on that latterr,
lihcn vie discutscd thëse escape clauses, especially vrLth reward to

article 8, ve always found that ulti..ntely Article 55 (2) would be

a very iL.portant jftiÏoe, because in that it iB stated that the

CrLanisation could, by a vowte of twc-thirds, and sB on, determine

criteria and set up procedures, for ivaivinq, in exceptional

circu.istances, obligations o -Me.ibers, etc. It is a general
escape clause, and it refers only to Chapter IV of the Charter,

\te .ay perhaps need it for other Chapters of the Charter.

Perhaps it vw6ud be a question for Coi.d.ttee Vy anda ie had the idea

of discussin&, it with Coz:ciittee V, but now, . I suppose, we shall, have

to leave it,

MR. COOiS (Australia): It has been su"ested that thére should be

an exaLlination of the escape clauses collectively. I bake that to

rMean that each Coi.iLittee can quite clearly deal with the escape

clauses which relate to its ownr subject matterr, but if it coies up

against one proposed escape clause which it.believes it Lipossibîle to

ialkC a judaent about, unless it knows what other escape clauses

exist in other parts of the Charter, then it would be wise to defer

the consideration of those particular ones until we look at the escf.pe

clauses ail together,

For instance, where it might be argued against a proposed escape

clause that the situation is adequately covered by the escape clause

in Article 55 (2), that one might be left. On the other hand, if

it is agreed that an escape clause in relation to tariff or
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preferences is clearly. necessary in the light of the subject matter,

then it seems to me it is quite correctb to goahed with that. We

have had,the secretariat take out a si,,aru -- if. so voluminous a

document can be called a summary --of the .various escape clauses

in.the Charter, and it .seems to me that that ought te be considered

by. a meeting; at which certainly the people associated with quantitative

restrictions are present also.

THE CHAIRMAN: Would, it not be better that at the end of this week when,

as we hope, ::the Sub-Committees will have finished their work, there

should be meeting, in the first instance, with the Rapporteurs.

They.know the, whole of the..subject matter, and they could go into

it much quicker' than we could do. if we could have all the Committees

together. Perhaps 'jr. Cooiabs could arrange that Leeting with the

Rapporteurs, and then afternards give us his opinion as to whether

we should a6ain resume discussion on certain points, or nrt.

àR. VIDELh- (Chile):. I should like to ref'r to soae emissions under

Section .0 of' document W.54', which I should like to have taken into

account.

THE CH&IWiANh:.Wat I have just proposed is that we should. not discuss

this waatter in the.Sub-Coriu.ittce any miore, but should try to finish

eurxwrk. on Article 33. We would.then wait for news from iir.

Cooiabs as to whether we should go into certain of these escape

classes again, after the whole-position has been discussed. with the

Rapporteurs of other Co-.iittees,

MR. VIDELA (Chile): I only wQnted to give the Rapporteur some omissions

I had found in document W,54 in connection with the escape clauses.

R. 0OMMS (Australia): In connection vith that matter, the Joint ComrLttee

on Industrial Develop.ent is, now approaching finaliity in its work, I

thinkà ana it is.considerig at theo present ti±a its messages te
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Committee II relating to maodifications in the commercial policy

proposals which, in the view of that Committee, should be made in

order to provide for certain matters arising out of industrial

Development. I think that might covor the point mentioned by Mr.

Videla..

MR. VIDELA (Chile): Another point to which I wish to refer is that

in connection with Article 19, (e), I submitted an amendment.

THE CHAIRMAN: That is not a matter for this Sub-Commitee. It is

a matter for the whole of Committee II.

MR. VIDELA (Chile): In the. clause permitting restrictions on

agricultural products, I want to point out there is an omission

here of reference to a specific proposal of 'the Chilean Delegation.
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Restrictions Sub-Committee

MR. VIDELA (Chile): But -

DR. COOMBS (Australia): I see.

M. VIDEI (Chile): This point was made on the escape clause.

THECHAIRMAN: But we have no responsibility at .all for this paper.

The Saciretary of Main Cormmittee 2 has, but not us. Shall we

deal with Article 33 and try to finish our discussion this

afternoon so that we shall have Saturday to discuss the

memorandum on the procedure of tariff negotiations which our

Rapporteur is preparing and which will not be ready before

Saturday morning? It is 4.30. Would members like sore tea

before wc start on Article 33, or shall wc go on?

MR.McKINNON (Canada): I suggest we go on.

M. ALMMILLA. (Cuba): I would like to raise one point of clarification.

Dr. Coombs has said that we arc to roccivo serio riaosage fromi tho

Joint Committee. Does that mean on Saturday we shall deal with

those matters which have been postponed?

THB CHAIEMAN: I think we shall have to 1have that uitil next woek.

We have to finish first the mamoranduri on the ireced.ure of

Tariff Negotiations.

MR. ALAMILLA (Cuba): What Arc we to roccive news about?

TIM CHAIRMAN: Dr. Coombs will l;now.

UR. JLAMILLA (Cuba): 'iAe wc to receive sor.oc directions from the Joint

CoMMittac?

DR. COOMBS: Uifortunately the Joint Conmitteo is still in the process
et cleciding, but I should think that you will receive soiiuothing

troam them ahlridst immodiatoly anc!. will bc able to ccal) with it

certainly before Saturday.

MR. ALAMILLA (CuWa): Wc have raaLdo sorac rosorvation on that specifi.

point and we would liko at last a part of the session to deal

with it, becaur. I believe it has a very important bearing on
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the matter with which we are dealing here, in several ways.

THE CHAIRMAN: I am quite prepared to discuss that, but only after the

memorandum...

ALAMILLAA. (Cuba) I onlw Oanto takesure that we shall ha v a vo

chance trecord our view.vW.

CHAIRMAN: Wehave before us now Article33, and in ouir previouisvios

discusswe agreed that there shall be anew paragraph 3iara 3

tdded to reading as follows:f.olls:

bers realise that there mayhere rmy, in

nal ctional oicesmstencos, bc justification

for eew preforentngementsxe'ori¢sroquiring
an excoptien te thc Provision of Chapter 4,

and this exceptioneshallect sobjlet ta

approval by thu Organization pursuant to

paratxwijh 2 of iirtioal 55."

I thinkrnemberà have al1 roceivcd. that. I viould lilce to

start first with pra t:v ih 1, se purh 's you will hav, it

b'eforc you. I wouldc lil: ta nsk, on this piaragraph, vhat

is alacunt by "under thL. juri.sdiction ci any Momber"? Docs it

mean they have a technical sovorcirnty?
MR, HPLWKINS (Ul. S. .): I should. thinly: it 7uld include. any territory,

under the authority, vwhothar technical sovoroignty or not.

TI CHE AAN: It is covered by Ixticle 78 (4) is it net?

MR. PARANAGUA (Brazil): I do not think paragraph 1 is quite clear in

conjunction with paragrajih 4 of wxrticlc 78 which says that all

territories under a rnober country rmuat bh members of the

Organization, anid hore it says thcy shall bc considered as

separate Mccber countries vehorc thora arc two or more customs

territories undor the jurisdiction of any Mlonbor for thc

purposes of the Charter. YFW haci another amiondment froan the

United Kinrdcom clelegate about thewithdrawal qf territories.

What would happen in the case of Southcrn iUhodasia. If the
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entitled to tariff reductions because the United Kingdom is a

member of the Oranization? I would like that made clear.

MR. ALAMILLA(Cuba): I would. point out that paragraph 4. of Article 78

has been rodrafted, so if wo are going to discuss it, we should

have the alteration so that we know what we are talking about.

THE CHAIrMaN: Can the Socretary produco a rodraft?

TEE SECRETARY: I can, but it will take some time.

MR. HAWKINS (U. S.): Does the delegate of Cuba know what they did to

it?

MR. PARANAGUA (Brazil.): It was with rcgard to the wIthdrawl of certain

territory.

MR. ALAMILLA (Cuba): It was a motion of the United Kingdom delegation,

so they should have a redraft.

MR. SHACKLE (United Kingdom): I am afraid I cannot enlighten you

wïth regard to what has happened in CoremSttee 5, but tho point

as I understand it is thàt within tho British Coloial Erpiro

there are certain territories which have autonomy in customs

matters, and I.think the point is that if a territory has

autono y in custons natters, it should,so to speak,have the

right to say vihether it should bc brought into this or whether

it should not. That, I believe, is tho point unacr Article 78.

I do not think it affects this piresnt paragraph of Article 33,

which, if I understand arisht, simply says that if in tact a

territory has a separate custor.ms syster.x that shall count as a

separate member, at any rate for tho purpose of' thc Charter.

I do not think thera is any confusion betweon the tvo.

MR. PJRANAGUJ (Brazil): That imeans in the case of a withdrawal the

territory would be treated as a non-mrncber?

MNR. SHACKLE (United Kingdon)r.) I cannot express an opinion on matters

disoussod in Couoiittee 5, burton tho tact of it, that, might

perhaps be so. -54-
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that. Wear not discussion here the question of' withdrawal

but what ls there. It ïs stated here that if there are two or

more customsis terrItbries under tho juriediction of any liM:.lber

each customs territory shall. be considered a separate territory.

is "under the Jurisdiction" clear enough?

MR. SHACKIE (United Kingdom)': As to that point, I would' suggest that
we, want tho widest possible word here If we have anything more

limitative than "Jurisdiction", wsheall not get effect we

want. 'that we really want tu say is that if any particular

member has, so to speak, the authority over a numberofdifferent

custoins territories to tell thoi i vrhat thiry shall C.o in- custorie

natters, thon by virtue of the tact that they are separate

customs systens and territories, thcy shall be considered as

separate members. Sa that you want the vwidest possible word

and 1 should have thought that "jurisdiction" is as 'wide a word

as one cuuld find.

TIHE OJLRt/VN: I ar. inclined to agrec. I raised this point only

because I was not quitc clear. With that clarification, can vie

thon agroc to paragraph 1.? /do;,tod.

Par.niraph 2. Does Pararraph 2 (a) give rise to any cor.mnnts?

MR. PLRMNAGAil (Brazil): Docs that iaean that the frontier traffic is an

exception?

MR. HwN1CiNs (U.S. .): Yus, that is an oxcuption.

IMR.ISDRKAR (India): May I coxplain how vre understand it? It says

here: "2. The provisions of Chapter IV shall not be construed

to prevent (a) advantages accorde.od lby any ;Iei.aber country to

adJacent countries in order to facilitate frontier traffic".

That means, survey, that the Lrantinrr of such advantages will

bo permitted but such advantages vwill not l)e treated as an

axomption froid the provisions of tha rost of' tho Chapter to

,this extent, that evon such cdvantsv;s oould be brouZht within
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thc scope of negotirtions if necessary. That was the under-

standingwith regard to paragraph 2(a). With.regard 'to para-

graph 3, we understand it to mean that oven new preferences

could. be made. the subject of negotiations at a. later statge if

necessary.

MR. HAWKINS (U.S.): Paragraph 2(a) really relates :to' a technical

matter. It is intended ta take care only of 'the Canal Zone

and such. situations where a frontier runs through the middle

cf a i.Cty. If you applied the Most' Favoured Nation clause

strictly, you could net givo wUIy bonofits ta the two halves ci
the city, eni it is usually dc'fincd in ccrnercial treaties as

not boinri wider than ks. 15. That is the type of. clause in vicw

here. Tho type thc Indian delcgato is 'raerrinG to is under thc

nerw paragraph.

MR. ADAREAR (India): But as i.t is applicable ta that also, it might be

given the wider r.caning. Tho open portion would bo comwon te

all three sections. Or should it bc in a separate paragraph?
leR. llkÇR.,INS (U,S,-): It is a rmtuch broader exception. This is ta

permit any kind of action whatsoever within narravi frontier

zone.

THE CHIUM.10: Can we aZree to paragraph 2(a)? Adorted.

?arairaph 2(b). Here I have ono question ta raise with

regard to the last part of<the sub-paragraph. The Nethoriands

Government has had.an exchange of letters with the A.ierican

Goveriiacnt with regard ta the question I have already raise in

the sain conrittee, and parh.,ri)s I r.ay read part of that letter

to the Committee?. jWc..thought the wording was not guite clcar.

This is the relovant-part: *

"It is undorstood, m.orcovor, that modifi-

cations in thc NcthorlAnds cuptons tariff,

on tho basis of the Custo'ms Agreor.en if.

September 5,.1944 batwcen the Govcrnnents
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"of the Netharlands, Belgium and Luxrm.bourg,

would not .be considered now measures, since

a result of this Customs Agreement will be a

reduction of the General level of tariff

rates for the 3 countries taken. as a whole.

Our two Govarnnoints shall afford each other

an adequate opportunity for consultation

regarding proposed measures falling within

tho scope of this paragraph."

We thought the draft vwas not quite cloar, but if tho Rapporteur

will say that it ieans just the s 'a, I w quite a-rocable to

accaping it.

tM. HAKIXINS (U.SIL.): To dispose of that, I thinlc it is cloarly in

harmony with this.

THS CHA'IM.N: Shall we, then, adopt ArtV/lc 2(b)? .'LdoPtad,

Parph. Wcdiscussed this in a previous rmecting, but I

vwill road this new paraLrraph 3, as follov;s:-

"Tho Ilefrbors rocognizo that thora r.iay, in

exceptional airowistances, Lb justiP4cation

for new profçrential. arrangements requiring

an exception to thc provisions of Chapter 4.

.Lny such cxcaption shall be subJect to

approvalJ y the Orrxanization pursuant ta

}karagraph 2 of 1u:ticle 55."

Can'wo forraally approve of its inclusion harc?

I follows.
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MR LECUYER (France) (Interrptation): Mr Charman, have no objection
to the adoption of this clause, but I would like .to know that it meets

exactly the points of' view which were expressedin the GeneralCommittee,ormiitac,
Nwlhiamounted wunounta to this, thatpreferential tyreatymenteatreot

ehould bc establiordere tor1crete achicvcms custoi; enion. Soveral

d.lo nations raised that point.emsIthatorn thLL customs ueions ara por-

ITissibarticle ixrticl 33, buimp;lio indnpea in thc text of the Charter

tformation.ramnewn of aiv customswunionsevouposed and sod aondewould ba

nable.ionrl)lo Perhaps theposalproosawewareh vi .rc now dgscussin_

mi"ht bc used in ordar to form such customs unions, but that is not

clcaz-, andj weuld have toahavc it discusoewhether vehothe this new

proposal covers the caOe prosontod by various delctations .or not. In

othor words, uiider tho roviscd. cUoit, would it bc possible to haove

now -,roafurntial arr.aniemonts which arc a stop tovwards tho fonmation of

ncw customs unions or n't?

MR HXNiiKINS (US;A): Mr Chirmrnan, thc gcnorol intent is not to discouraDc

but to oncourara customs' unions, that is complete custonis unions. Tho

second question raised, is as to .7hothor undor thid noiv language tho

question might be brought u;j of proceoding in thc direction of a now

custom union by gràdclu sta.os. I think tha answer is in the affirm-

ativo. That kind of. proposal couldbe brouet upi under this languge

and the Orronization vould cznsidor it. I should think it might. very

well bc that if Xhere worc dof'initoly schcdul¢d steprs leading. towo.rds

tho formation cf' custolils unions the Oreanization viould probably be

stronGly inclined to favour it.

THE E.IRM;]N:. You will notice thc weorcinp of subiararaph 2 (b), and I

think that that is an answer to tho question oP hl Lacuyer. You can ,o

on with the customs unions. Tho only point is that you cannot offeot a

customs union just ocwrnitht; it is a question o' ycars, and you start

-by having a common tariff system; you hLvav to reconcile the differences

of the trio tariff' systems ana Got onc common system.. Then the next stop

rmuat be that you hahll have no duties between the two members of tho customs
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union. The third step is more or less to reconcile the different

economic policies of the. countries, and. that is a question which, as

vie know from our experience in those discussions, ontailsagreat deal

cf vey hard work, and it is something that you can only achieve vory

gradually. Now I think that hore we come to tho point raised by.

Mr Lecuyer, which is that we are covered, in thc first instance, by

the wording of the new paragraphs 3 and 4, or in it covered already

by 2 (b)?

MR HAWKINS (USA): Mr Chairrman, I think that the creation of any new customs

union is coverod by paragraph2 (b) as it is - that is nutonatie. Once

a customs union is croe. full customs union, it is immediately

exoept from à1l the most-fovourod-nntion obli-ntions, Dut naoi tho

furthor question that vfas raised was: h tt'oabout n r)rferentiol arraon-

ment leading up by dofinito steps tovarxds a customs union? Thlnt wouldd nbt

automatically bd agrood to, but it could bui bruuet uir under this now

provision; and, ns I 3caid, just erprcisine n personal opinion, if that

wore intended ns a definite series of steps tovnrds a oustons union, I

should think the.0rr:.nization mii;ht very vweoll fa;voux it. Dut, of course,

it is for thQ Organization to decide.

THE CMMWMN: PRrhps I mniZht nak one othor question, bocnuso it is vory

important for us. As such, we hanve not r. comxplote customs union betiron

the 'Netherlands and Belgium at the moment, but thore in a dfinite

agreement 'and it is nov; beings worked out stop by stop. Is that no=r

covered/by the revised droat of paragraph 2 (o) of 4rtiole 8, vhich you

remeriber is dealing with nny existing proforencos, or is it tôobo considorod,

as a. customs union? I think thero is snom doubt bout it at tho moment.

UR VIDELA (Chile): Do not mention nr claus} .'

UR HXCMINS (USA): Theora may bo tochnicallJy so1m doubt, but I think thàt

there is probably nor dispute here an to the intent. You, Mr Chmïun,

have taken the decision to establish -a. customs union and you virtua11y
have it

TH CHAIMN: Yos.ye
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MR HAWKINS (USA): I should not think there would . be anythinghere that

.vould. prevent your Icaii".îa fow rbnrme-ts of your provious system while

you ,arc brïnMing your custor.is union into affect. !.gaybe it is possible

that there should be some provision to covor it, but Id1 not think

thora would bc nny dispiuta on t'h dosirability of.oovoring it.

THE CHAtICi.N: Do vr hava to provide for it lhro or not?. That is, the only

point I wànt to raisc.

MR WWKINS (USh): I am thinldnG of it fron a tachnie.l point of viove,

and that the provisions of Lrticla 8 (3) nig[;ht briùrgo tho galp.

THE CEAIRMAi: Yës. -

MRILIHEINS (USI;): You vora ùaot ,oing .to incroa.s this; you ara àoifnl to

tako away thc oncs that arc thoro; so thLt I do not th.ic anybody

could involc this Charter agrd.st the remnants of your plrvioàs systor.

MR LECUJER (France) (Interprat,.tion): rtr Chairman, I think that the

'indications that'havo becn gven by Mr Uawkins .are very procise and ta

the point. I believe that in the case of the customs union bltvtcn

Belgium, the Nethorlands and Luxeaboura it is 'uitcposoiblo ta rofer
to ;-aragraoh 2 (b) Of this article, and c.lthou;h this customs union

perhaps is not quite complete it really exists do facto, and there arc

only some details vwhich arc naccssary in ordor ta achiavo this custoars

union. Lis I sa3y, it really exist. The second question which I

raised might pcrhaw"s be mentioned in para«era7ph 3 of lLrtialo 33. This

means that some preferential'oarran=ciïàcnts mray ba considorad as stops

leading towards the -,roation cf a customs union; inpybe it is sufficient

only to mzontion that in the minutes of.tho ,prococdi.ss, but I really

do not think that it wouIl ba sufficîent bocause, after sou, timo, all

thseo discussions will bo forgotton. I thorororc wvou1& profor to se

a alausa inserted in article 33 paragrajih 3. .to the affect that it is

possible to sot u=y a customs union by stajos..undor tha sulprvision1 of

course, of tho OrWanization.

TDE C uN:IMA: I think aur Rapportour' has another brainwavolf
THE RAPPORTEURr I am inclinod to suggest that 2 (b) might ba somewhavt
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amended to read, -"the formation of a. union for customs purposes,"
which would cover the transitional period necessaryto the formationion

ofgernime customs oms union, buo w3uld noerely cover the granging z

ofpreferences. without anyreal plian for a customs union.

RULECUYER Franceo): No obeoction.

HE CHAIRMANN: Teorefoeowe will say. "teo formation of a union for customs

purposes."

MRSHACKLEM (KC):MUr Chirmana, theec is a certainmerit in leaving a

question of this kind to be dealt with under the new paragraph 3, be-

cause it strikes me that the Organization might very well want to look

at the facts of a particular case befor expressing an opinion; and

if ono simply soys that it might be cxtondcd. ovor an indefinite lm.riod
of ti.no and be.a very slovw process. whereas if you aolow the Oronnization

to considor. tho matter ùndur the paragro;h 3 it Nvill, bc olon to it

to attach tine conditions ncd so on which r.iiht conocivobly be desirable.

TUE. RPPORTEUR: Onc. point I think is that the cluâstion of vihat is rma nt

.by a customs union or the formation of o custom union vould bc subject

to chalono in the. Organization, mAnd an interprottaticn or rulinC

cuuld bc obtaiinod under 1.rticlc 76; se that if thoro vwre 'som rule

about vwhether the aclvoantogos bcing cxchangod botwoen tmu countries vero

in pursuance of a gonuino custom union, you woulcl havc the opportunity

to obtain ,a rulinM fron the Organization.

THE,LMA:. I think paragraph 3 would covor your point.

MU SHACMZ (UK): Ycs. Thhat is what I vras s.ying; it strikes ma it xriuld,

but I flts rather doubtful about covering it by ovr gencroal forms of

words, because that might land the Organizoaton in an .ttolt te àssoss

the intention cf the parties, which is a.lwoys o. vory difficult thing te

ostablish, and they might say: "VWe maenn to mrco this oa customs union

smac dayr" but that d.ayiyiCht bo indefinitely dcferrod. I havTe a little

feeling that thera is soeæ rn.rt in lca.ving the n.bttor te be delit with

undor new poragrapih 3 because tho Organization could tlhon attach reasonable

conditions about the time within vrhich thc preocas should bc corrcploted,
and, so on. 61.
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THE CHAIRMAN: Both are agreeable to me.I ask for the rapporteur's guidanceco

rero. .

.THE RAOPPRTEUR;eWoll, ycur pointsi3 that eho addition of the sgesosted

phrase tparagraphap 2 (bwouldil seem toermitmsomething less that a a

customs uniow vithousufficient safeguards..

MR HACKLEO (UK): I thikl that itwouldallow ar sort ofholfway houses

situation to go onalmostt indefinitely,whereasa underparagraphp 3 you

MgGht attach conditions hich would prevent that indefinite prolon-

gation. Wewill say, in effectt, that the process mustbhocompletedo

within areasoable time .

MR LECUYE ( Franco) (Inter-pretation): Mr Chairman, I think that tho

o6jectionvthich has juSt been made by the United Kingdom delegate is oe

a rather formml.charwitor. Wlh,;toevcr bc thc vzording woa adopt, andc whether

wo insert this phrase in paragraph 3 of Article 33 or in paranr;h 2 (b),

it wv-ll always be noccssary for the Organization to supervise the for-

mation of custozils unions, to receive information, and teoey that the

Or ization nii sueh and such a custons union or does not admit
another custozns union.
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ehereffroma nt a, practical point oe viow tho point is covered. ;. far as

the text is concerwedmve Èight insert it in 2(b) or in 3. In 3 it is

really not the adequatecplaoe becawse ue provide for "exceptional circum-

stancs"e ehorofore it woued ecesseessary to modify paragraph 3 and'to

say "in the case of the creation of. a customs union or in exceptional

oircumaeancos the members recoeniso", and so on.

CHAIRMAN1MLNs I çtilI.feel that simply with regard to all the safeguards we

have in the charter we should bear in mïnd the: new wording of article 30,

and I think .it would be best to cover lt in tbe ry. proposed by the Rapporteur

for the formation of aouniôn for oustons purposes. I think that would be

more logical than to put it in the charunderndpr 3, and especially also

paragraph 3 of the charter.eitsolf as it reads now is that they shall consult

the Organisation and make available information, and so on. I think that

would be an adQquate. safeguard.

MR HLOKCE (TJ.K:)l do nct wish to press my'point.

THE C L.N: Thon, gentlemen, can vie adopt 2(b) ag4in as chângpd by. thé

Rapporteur? (L'dopted..):

Then we- Have the new paragraph 3. I think.it had better be paragraph

4 here; or should we change the old paragraph 3. accordingly also te cover the

new paragraph 3?

UR Hi.ViKINS (US.): No, I think it is a separate subject.

THE CH.IR&.LN: So that we keep the old 3 and we agree to adopt that? (Ldopted)f

Then we get the new paragraph 4, being the addition mentioned. in this

paper under 3. here, and which wil1 rend 4 now. Is the draft now accepted?

UR SHMCKLE (U.K.j: Vie arc speocing noY, Sir, to tha paragraph numbered 4 in

the print, are we not?.

TUE. HUlJt&iN: Yes.

MR SHt;CKLE (U.K): There.is.a point I mentioned on thi. in the main Comflittee

relating to the last wordl, which read, 8so that ai1i tariffs and other

restrictive regulations of corimerce as between territories of members Of the

union are substantially eliminated and thc same tariffs and other regulatiOns
of commerce are applied by each of the members of the union te the trade or.

territories not included in the union". I suggested in Committee II that
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that qualifying word "substantlly' which at present applies only to the

as it were barrier between the two component parts of the customs union

should also perhaps qualify the words which follow, " the same tariffs and

other regulations": in other words, that just as it would be suffcient

if there were a substantial elimination of the internal barrier, so it

would also, be sufficient if there were substantial uniformity of the

external tariff. The reason I raise it is that there arc,' I believe, quite.

number of cases of territories where you have slight differences in just

parts' of the; tariff' that is to say, you may have revenue duties,; for example,
.

which are different while protective duties are the same. I think there are

a riuber f cases. whero one has that sort of situation. It therefore-seema

te me that if one introduced the qualification "substanàtiair-f' in the latter

part of the sentence it mVy be that the kind of point raised by Lustralia

about Papua. might be covered in that wey. I think there' is somrne logic, if

one :compares the first senLtence of this paraLeraph vrith the"las't part,. kt

would secmu te follow, after looking nt it, that if' the separated territory

is onc which bas' a separate tariff for a substLaht:al part of Ïlbs .tradç, then

.the customs,.pion need not be absolutely completely' uforn but it should havea
substantial unif'onTaity .

'Iflfl CII;ZllML^N:. You refor novr te 2(b) again?

MRSlU.S0KLE: No; to the last words of paragraph 4.

*I~ CI LItSI .I think we are just discussing now the new paragraph 4..

bS SHiLCKLE.: I bog your pardon; I thought it wras the, old paragraph 4.

MR SiLWKINS .(USL): .Culd not we dispose of the point now that'it has boen raised?

THE C}L'I1lN: Yes.'

MR HLP'KINS: I think it is logical that that amnend&iéntshou1d bc made.

MX SI-LCKLE: It would involve, I think, tho addition of the word "substantiallY"

- befo'e.the.words "the same tariff"'*.

T.'RHE QH.IR1LI: Gentlemen, I Would first lice toctak 'the vew paragraph 4.. Is

that agreed? (L.4opted.)

*Now <e have 5, which is the former 4., whcrc.we have an addition

proposed by Mr, Shacklc. Is' that also agreed? (Ldepted.)

Then there is one question still te ask hore: 'whether we have now
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covored all those difficult points of India and Kashmir and Southorm

Rhodesia and certain islands and so on.

imSiiI;CKLE (U.K.) .s nearly as onc can without knowing all the particular

circumstances, I should have thought.

MRADAKAR(India): It is rather difficult formal to visualise how this will

work in the casa cf India and the various Indian states which do claim separate

custoras tariffs - Kashair, for instance. These cases are, of course, becoming

foter and fewer in number; T'he Government of India do enter into -reciprocal

arrangements with these variouis areas and by a slow process the separate

tariffs are be ng, eliminated. I cannot sec at this stage whether any

specific amendment in this Article is required to over such cases. That is

a point which, as far as we are concerned, I am afraid must bc left for later

consideration.

THE CHAIRMAN: Have the ;Lustralian delegation any observations te maka on this?

M1 MORTON (i.ustralia): We propose tho addition of a neri paragraph (c).

(Text handed in.)

THE, CGILII«i: lie wïll have to have it typed but' perhaps I inay rcad it out now

so that it can ie cUscussed. It is as follows:-

"That a new proviso be addad to paragraph 2 of ..'rticle 33, the
provise to read -

(c) the maintenance of special tariff and other arrangements
betwaan the principal customs territory of a imcibcr country
and its subsidi±ay customs territories whore it is established
to tha satisfaction of the Organisation that special arrange-
ments result on the wvhole in lovmr barriers to international
trade than vould be the casa if the subsidiary customs
torritories were incorporatod into the principal custom s
territory of the member county to form a customs union between
tha member country bnd its. constituent territories."

I think wu shall have to read that very carefully.
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MR. MORTON (Australia) Are you familiar with the situation of

Australian Papua from previous documents? If not, I iil1 explain

it, Australia has contiguous island territories, Papua and New

Guinea, which are purely agricultural'in their nature.' They have

no secondary industries of any type. kiining is cGne of their main

standbys, and there are a fcw .tropical productsefroïi there. The

white population is very sia.ll soe fow thousands in number

and they have a separate tariff of their own, as, distinct fro4i the

Auztralian tarif? o which the rates are very a.iuch lower th1n the.

Auattalian tarif?. Their tariff? is a siighht revenue producing

instrwtent vdhich btings in enough revenue to i.nintain the civil

administration of the place.

If we were tb incorporate New Guinea :into a customs union with

AtUstralia, it Lteans that those few white inhabitants o ;New Guinea..
vrould be oo.pelled to pay a fairly high duty on quitea mwüber of

products which they now enjoy the free entry of. They are very

seimll revenue producing tariffs.

The f6ct that tho entry is free into the islands rather than

that it should be ïrLde subject to high duties will, as you will

perceive, tend te encourage Lind pror.mote a flow of inMernational trade

whereas if we .ade theLi subject to a hi&h tariff, as would be the

case if we forined a union with them, they would be .less inclined to

purchase overseas. They would purchase solely within the Corn.ionealth.

But having, the benefit, as they have, of a lower tariff at present,

they naturally tend to ilport more foreiLn products than they would

if they were a iaeinber of the Union.

!. HIUKINS (USA): I understand there is free trade between Austalia

and these territories.

MiR. àiORTON (Australia): We accept thoir produce free of tariff , but they

have a separate =Lport tariff of their own which is a lower tatiff

than the tariff applicable to imports into Australia.
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im. MoKINNON (Canada): But which has a prefurential clouent? Do

your products enterin& thoir country get a leiwer rate than products

frà n another source? .

bR. MORTON J(Australia) The Lajoriàty or goods âre free frorm Australian

tariesf .

TR CHMIMMN: It is a kind of custoIis union.

OERT0N (Austia1ia): It is an arranze.Lent. If WC were te ueke

a oustormsurnion, we would subject'the..a to our hi&h tariff,

TH1 CHILRMtA1N: For certain products you have frec entrance into ihese

territories, whereas other countries have to pay duties.

IR. MORTON (Australiq): No. They have just a ,slight revenue-

producing tariff. They are not biig.porters. There are only a

few thousand white population there.

COO.BS.(hustralia): There are certain classes ot cowià.odities

which have jauties on themi footmear, for instance. They are

protected in Australia. We imposed a siziiar duty in the.

territories. That wijll affect not only the white population, but

the native population in soene. areas.

ËiR... HWKINS (USiL): I think it wgulld be the sort of arrangemient 'which

wouldabe- covered by Article 8, the:effecteofwhich would be to

perrzit the continuance of the arran&e3aent, subject to negotiation,

if anybody wanted to negotiate about it, iphiQh I iïagine very likely

they would not, do.

.R. MORTON. (Australia): If it were to anybody's interest to ask. to hàvré
it reviewed, they woula be welcome to do so, but vre want to maintain

this position rather than to have to insist on a formi ef customs

union.,

IR. Hà S (USh): I think froim that point of view it is taken care of,

because nothing in this Charter as drawn wouil coraipel you to abolisVh

whatever preferential features there are in that relationship.
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THE CHkIRbL4N: The only poiht is whether we should add a new sub-

paragraph (c), or are you adequately colored by the, new sub-paragraph

(c) ôf kr.ticle 8?

IM. MORTON (Australia): Vfe are doubtful as t6 whether we are covered

anywhere eise in the Charter.

THE RPPORTiUR: àre those islands part of i.usrealian' .territory?

M.lMORTON t(ustralia): They are under Australian administration.

In oxne Qase, part of it is by i.andate -- t`he late. Gernan New

Guinea and F&pua is part of the Australiân territory, but it has

its owrn tarifff.

THE Rkl'PM M: I think it would be covered, subject to. any negotiations

arybodcy-right want io ask for.

T!1 CMIMI&N: In thàt case, I would prefer not to have a new sub-

paragraph, but to leave it und.r article 8, (2a),

MR. COMBS (Australia): We are not concerned with having arMy amen&dLnt,

80 long as it is covered.

MR. HMWKMS (US.) There is nothing here 'that.would wipe that out.

TUE CHiIRN: The orit point left relates to South Africa and

Rhodesia. As the Delegate Qf South .frica is not here, perhaps

Mr. Shackle could explain this?

M1R. SHACKCE (TK): I an aPraid-not. 'I thirik there was a customs

union, but now there is not an exact customs union.' I ought not

to atteiapt to deal with thq tiatter, because I am not sufficiently

inforhied on it. ;

IH3 CHAMIfAN: I ask the Rapporteur to get into touch with the South

African Delegation siq3.1y to see whether there is a special diffidul'y

left. Then we need not trouble ourselves further with that now.

.We are now in the pleasant position of having oovered everything,.

except the memorandum on procedure of tariff negotiations. I would

su&gest thWt we give the Rapporteur tine until Saturday morning toTHAT GIVE THE
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give us that memorandum, that we discuss that on Saturday morning,
and if neel be, even Satutiday afternoon.

MR. ALAMILLA (Cuba): we still have to dean with matters or

indus trialisation.

THE CHAIRMAN: That is the point takers care of by Mr. Coomnbs.

MR. ALAMILLA (Cuba): I thought, Mr. Chairman, you said we had covered

all the points.

THE CHAIRMAN: There are some more points, because we will also have

the chance of seeing all the Articles in their new drafts, together

with the Rapporteur's report, which we will in any case have to

disuse next week. I think that would be a good opportunity to

discuss also the other point about industrial development.

Therefore, I ask Delegates to prepare ther.selveà.in any case for a

meeting on Saturday -orning, but not to ;.ake any fixed, engagements

for Saturday afternoon, so that ve can try to cover that point.

I would also ask the Secretary to see whether he can already

arrange for a meetingat the beginning of next week to deal with

the Rapporteur's report and the question Mr. Alasilla raised.

lm. hitLU ULLA (Cuba) There are the Indian, Chilean ana Cuban

proposals.

THE CHkIRhAN: The meeting is now adjourned,

(The meeting rose at 5.25 p.m.).


